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HOMOGENEOUS FUNCTIONS ON LIGHT CONES:
THE INFINITESIMAL STRUCTURE OF SOME DEGENERATE

PRINCIPAL SERIES REPRESENTATIONS

ROGER E. HOWE AND ENG-CHYE TAN

1. Introduction

One of the classic and most pleasing calculations in the representation the-

ory of semisimple Lie groups is Bargmann's [Ba] (see also [Na]) description

of the structure of representations of SL(2, K). Bargmann constructs a basis

of eigenvectors for the compact subgroup SO(2) ç SL(2, R) and then explic-

itly describes the action of the Lie algebra of SL(2, E) on this basis. From

the straightforward and explicit formulas that result, it is easy to make conclu-

sions about unitarity, irreducibility, isomorphism, and other natural questions

concerning these representations.

Unfortunately Bargmann's example stands almost alone; the literature tends

to give the impression that once beyond the civilized confines of SL(2, R),

one immediately finds oneself in a dense thicket of difficulties, where explicit

calculation is difficult and of little value. The purpose of this paper is to point to

an infinite class of examples in which the pleasant characteristics of Bargmann's

work can be retained; one can describe a model for representations in which

the action of the Lie algebra is given by explicit simple formulas, which permit

direct determination of important structural properties of the representations.

The examples we will treat are spaces of functions that live on light cones and

satisfy appropriate homogeneity conditions. These spaces are modules for an

appropriate isometry group— 0(p, q), \J{p, q), or Sp(p, q). In case q = 1 ,

the spherical principal series are among our examples, and Kostant's celebrated

results [Ko] on the complementary series can be read off from our formulas,

excluding the one exceptional rank one group. (Essentially this calculation was

done, in less systematic fashion, in [Jo, JW].)

We are hardly the first to study these representations. Significant parts of

our results, including Dixmier's [Di] study of the De Sitter group, Hirai's notes

on 0(p, 1) and U(p, 1) [Hil, Hi2], Kostant's work [Ko], the calculations

of Johnson and Wallach [JW] for the spherical principal series, the studies of

Schlichtkrull [Se], Sekiguchi [Se], Strichartz [Stl, St2], Rallis and Schiffmann
[RS], Rossmann [Ro], Molcanov [Mo], Faraut [Fa] on functions on hyperboloids,
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the calculations of Klimyk and various colleagues (see [KG] and the references

therein) and others [Br, Cl, Cw, FR, GN, HC1, JV, Ni, Sa, Spl, Tk, Vi] are
already in the literature. The paper [Br] has diagrams that resemble some of

ours. The unitary duals of the rank one groups have been classified (see [BS, Cl,

Hil, Hi2] and the references therein). In fact, most or all of our results may be

in the literature, at least implicitly. The main purpose of the present paper is

to make our results explicit and to emphasize how concrete and how simple a

picture one may draw of these representations. We use virtually no technology.

There is no clear reason why these calculations could not have been done in the

1940s or early 1950s. If they had been, the development of semisimple repre-

sentation theory might have been substantially different. For instance, besides

the results of Kostant mentioned above, it is easy to read off from our results

the unitary duals of 0(2, 1), 0(4, 1), and U(2, 1). The last of these was not
known until the mid 1960s [Hi2].

Here is a summary of the paper. In §2 we set the context and describe our

representations in the case of the indefinite orthogonal groups 0{p, q). We

describe the K-spectrum of the representations, where K = 0(p) x O(q) is

the maximal compact subgroup of 0(p, q), and we compute the infinitesimal

action of the Lie algebra o(p, q) in terms of the AT-spectrum. On the basis of

the formulas for the o(p, q) action, we determine composition series for our

representations. It turns out that the structure of the composition series involves

some integrality conditions which make it depend in a significant way on the

parities of p and q . Also, we must distinguish the cases when p or q is less

than or equal to 2, since these involve some degeneration in the A-spectrum

that affects the representation structure.

In §3 we apply our formulas to determine which of our representations carry

invariant Hermitian forms, and on which subquotients these forms can be defi-

nite, that is, which constituents of our representations are unitary. In particular,

we determine the extent of the complementary series and what happens at the

end of the complementary series.

In §§4 and 5 we adapt the discussion of §§2, 3 to the unitary groups U(p, q)

and the indefinite symplectic groups Sp(p, q). The overall features of the

picture for these groups is controlled by 0(p, q), as is made clear by Lemmas

4.1 and 5.3, but differences in the AT-spectrum in the degenerate cases when

q = 1 lead to interesting new phenomena, notably considerable variation in the

length of the complementary series, including Kostant's results concerning the

spherical complementary series of \J(p, 1) and Sp(p, 1).

In order not to distract from the coherence and directness of the phenomena

that we present, we omit the details of various calculations in §§2-5. These are

worked out in §6. The final §7 discusses how our results fit into the general

theory of representations of semisimple Lie groups.

To conclude this introduction, we note that those readers who are familiar

with the theory of reductive dual pairs [Ho 3] will find our results can be prof-

itably interpreted in terms of this theory, which can be used to predict much

of what we present. We emphasize again, however, that our elementary and

computational approach is independent of this or any general theory (except

that we use [Ho3] as a convenient reference for facts about spherical harmonics

that must somewhere be in the classical literature).
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2. The 0(p, <7)-module structure of homogeneous functions

ON LIGHT cones: AT-types and composition series

Let RP+« ~ denote the vector space of tuples w = (x, y) where

X]

XP J

and   y =

J>i
V'2

To fix ideas, we will take p > q. We consider W+q to be endowed with the

indefinite inner product

p i

{w, w')Pt9 = (x, x')p - {y, y')q = ]Txjx'j - ^yjyj.

We will use the notation

r2p,q{w) = {w, w)Piq

and likewise for rj(x), r%(y).

Let 0(p, q) denote the isometry group of (•, -)p,q; that is, 0(p, q) is the

subgroup of linear transformations g e GL(p + q ,R) such that

(gw, gw')Ptq = (w, w')p,q,        w, w' €Rp+q.

Clearly the group 0(p), the isometry group of (•, -)p on W, can be re-

garded as a subgroup of 0(p, q) by letting it act on the x component of

w = (x, y). Similarly, O(q), the isometry group of (•, -)q on W , can be

considered a subgroup of 0(p, q). Combining these, we get an embedding of

0(p) x O(q) C 0(p, q), as the subgroup of 0(p, q), which stabilizes the de-

composition W+q ~ W © W implicit in the notation w = (x, y). The group

0(p) x O(q) is clearly a compact subgroup of 0(p, q). It is well known and

not hard to see that Ö(p) x O(q) is a maximal compact subgroup of 0(p, q).

Let Mm>„(F) denote the space of m x n matrices over a field F ; if m = n ,

we shall abbreviate Mm>m(F) by Mm{F). We denote by o(p, q) the Lie

algebra of 0(p, q), the space of (p + q) x (p + q) matrices T e Mp+q(R),
of 0(p,q).sT s ewhich are generators of one-parameter subgroups {e

By differentiating the relation

{esTw , esTw')p<q = (w, w')p>q ,

we obtain the description

(2.1)

o{p,q) = {Te AWR)| (Tw , w')p,q + (w, Tw')p,q = 0

for all it), w'Elw}

-{
A    B
Bl    C A = -AteMp(R);  C = -C'eM,(l);  fleWf,,(R)

}■

Here Ax denotes the transpose of the matrix A
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Consider the light cone

Xlq = Xo = {w G Rp+q - {0} rjjw) = 0}

= {(x,y)eR"+«-{0} rp2(x) = r,2(>;)}.

Observe that we exclude the origin from Xo .

The action of 0(p, q) on Rp+q preserves the light cone Xo. It is well

known (in particular, it is a direct consequence of Witt's Theorem [Ja]) that

Xo consists of a single orbit for 0(p, q), that is, the action of 0(p, q) on

Xo is transitive. Thus if W\ is a specified point in Xo and Q\ ç 0(p, q) is

the subgroup that stabilizes W\ , then the map g —> gti> 1 defines a bijection (in

fact, a diffeomorphism)

a: O(p,q)/QlciX0.

Let P] C 0(p, #) be the stabilizer of the line Rw\ through W\ . Then P\
is a parabolic subgroup [Kn] of 0{p, q), and a{P\) = RXW\ ; more precisely,

the map /? —> â(p) where pw\ = a(p)w\ defines a group isomorphism

(2.3) ä:/»I/ß,~)Rx.

The second description of Xo in (2.2) allows us to analyze the action of 0(p) x
0{q) on Xo. Let

EP~l = {xeRf I (x,x)p= 1}

be the unit sphere in Rp . It is a homogeneous space for O(p). We have on

Xo an analog of "polar coordinates".

Scholium 2.1. 77ze mapping

(2.4) 0 : Xo -► S^"1 x S9"1 x Rx

defined by

W = (x,y)->  [r2{xy/2 '   ^)T72'   ^2(X)1/2

is a diffeomorphism. The level sets of rj(x) are O(p) x 0{q) orbits, equivalent

via a scalar dilation to S^-1 x §?_1.

The action of 0(/?, q) on Rp+9 can be used to define an action of 0{p, q)

on functions on Rp+q by the familiar formula

(2.5) P(g)(f)(w) = f(g-lw),        geO(p,q),  w€Rp+q,

for a function / on Rp+q. Precisely the same formula defines an action on

functions on any set X ç RP+q that is invariant under 0{p, q). Furthermore,

the restriction mapping rx : f —> f\ taking a function / to its restriction to
X, clearly commutes with the 0(p, q) action. This means that if we have a

function /on X, we can compute p(g)(f) by extending / to some function

/ on all of Rp+q , computing p(g)(f), then restricting back to X. This com-

patibility justifies at least partially our abuse of notation in failing to specify on
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what set / is defined in formula (2.5). We will be interested in taking X = Xo ,

the light cone.
If we differentiate the action (2.5) along one-parameter subgroups of 0(p, q),

we obtain a representation of the Lie algebra o{p, a) on functions via differen-

tial operators. Straightforward computation shows that the space of operators

representing o(p, q) is spanned by the first-order operators:

k* = Xjdx-k-Xkdx-j'        liJ<k^P>

(2-6)        kL=y'dy^-ymwr    l*l<m±*>

pJl = Xjdy-,+yidx-'        l-J-P'  l-'-g-

Here the kjk describe the action of the Lie subalgebra o(p) ç o(p, q) corre-

sponding to the subgroup 0(p) of 0(p, q). Similarly the kfm describe the

action of o(q). The Pj¡ span a complement to o(p) © o(q) in o(p, q), corre-

sponding to the off-diagonal matrix B in formula (2.1). We denote the span of

the pji by p .
We propose to study spaces of homogeneous functions on the light cone Xo .

Thus for a e C denote by Sa(X°) the space

(2.7) Sa(X°) = {/ € C°°(X0)| f(tw) = taf{w),  w e Xo ,  / e R^ }

of smooth functions on Xo homogeneous of degree a under dilations by pos-

itive scalars. Since 0(p, q) commutes with scalar dilations, it is clear that

Sa(X°) will be invariant under the action (2.5) of 0(p, 67). Indeed there is no

need to consider only positive dilations. We could further define two subspaces

Sa±(X°) = {/ e Sa(X°)\ /(-to) = ±/(to)} .

It is clear that

(2.8) Sa(X°) = Sa+(X°) © Sa~(X°)

and that each of Sa+(X°) and Sa~(X°) are individually invariant under

0(p, q). Thus it would be possible, and might seem advisable, to study the

Sa+(X°) and the Sa~{X°) separately. However, we will find it convenient and

enlightening to lump ^(X0) together in the space Sa{X°).

Before proceeding to explicit computations, we observe that the spaces

Sa±(X°) are naturally identifiable as 0(p, q) modules to certain induced rep-

resentations, of a type known informally as "degenerate principal series". Recall

the homomorphism à : Pi -► Rx of formula (2.3). For a eC, and a choice

± of sign, define a quasicharacter (= homomorphism to Cx) of Pi by

(2 9) ^(p)-là{Pr Íf   Ó(P)>0'
(2-y) ¥a[P)     \±\ä(p)\a       if   5(p)<0.

Define a map

(2.10)
S : Sa±(X°) -» C°°{G)
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by the formula

S{f)(g) = p(g)(f)(wi) = f(g-lwt).

Here w\ e Xo is the point used to define p .

Straightforward formal checking shows that

S(f)(pg) = tf(p)-lS(f){g),       peP,, geG,

S(f)(gh) = ô(p(h)f)(g).

These formulas, plus the definition of P\ , imply that ô defines an equiv-

alence of 0(p, q) representations between Sa±(X°) and the representation

ind^y/*)-1 induced from the character {y/^)~[ of Pi [Kn]. (Here we are

using unnormalized induction.) If q — 1 and we choose + from ±, these

representations are the spherical principal series of 0(p, 1) [Kn].

Now let us investigate the structure of the Sa(X°) as 0(p, q) modules. First

consider the action of the compact subgroup O(p) x O(q). The decomposition

(2.4) of Xo shows that any function in Sa(X°) is determined by its restriction

to ß-l(EP~l xr1 x {1}). More exactly, restriction to ^'(S^1 xSq~l x {1})

of elements of Sa(X°) defines an isomorphism of 0{p) x O(q) modules.

The classical theory of spherical harmonics [Ho3, Vi, Zh] describes C00^"1)

as a representation of 0{p). It is the (topological) direct sum of the finite-

dimensional spaces ß^m{Rp) consisting of the (restrictions to S^-1 of the)

harmonic polynomials of degree m , m e Z+ ;

(2.12) C°°(SP-1) ~ Y, *""(&■")■
m>0

The space ß?m(RP) consists of polynomials of degree m which are annihilated

by the Laplace operator

j=\ axj

Let £Pm{RP) denote the space of polynomials of degree m on Rp . Then the

Laplace operator maps 3°m(Rp) to 3öm-2{Rp) ; that is,

(2.13) Ap : ^>m{Rp)^3am-2{Rp),

with kernel ß?m{Rp). It is part of the theory of spherical harmonics that the

mapping (2.13) is surjective; hence

dim^m(Rp) = dim^w(Rp) - dim«^""-2(Rp)

(m + p- 1 \ _(m+p-3 \

If p > 1, this is always nonzero, but if p = 1, it is zero for m > 2. Thus

although the sum (2.12) always is nominally over all of Z+ , for p = 1, it is

effectively only over m = 0, 1 . Each %fm{Rp) defines an irreducible represen-

tation of 0(p), and the representations defined by two different ^m(Rp) are

inequivalent.
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Combining the decompositions (2.12) for p and for q , we obtain a decom-

position

(2.14) C°°(Si'-1 xS«-')~   ]T   ßtm(Rp)®^n{Rq)

m,n>0

of the functions on S^-1 xS'"1 into irreducible inequivalent subspaces for

0(p) x O(q). The above remarks about restriction to ^"'(S^-1 x §q~l x {1})

show that equation (2.14) also yields a description of the O(p) x 0(<?)-module

structure of Sa(X°). The main point to observe is that we can adjust the

homogeneity of functions by multiplication by powers of r2 (or r2) without

changing the way they transform under O(p) x 0{q). Thus we can define an

embedding

(2.15) ;a>m,„ = ja : ^m(R") ® &n(Rq) -* Sa(X°)

by the formula

7«(*i ® h2)(x, y) = hl(x)h2(y)r2p(x)b,

where hx € ß?m(RP), h2 e %">{Rq), and b is chosen so that the total degree of

homogeneity is a, that is, m + n + 2b - a . In formula (2.15) we are implicitly

restricting h\h2r2b to Xo. The following statement summarizes our discussion

of the 0(jp) x 0(q) action.

Lemma 2.2. As an O(p) x O(q) module, the space Sa(X°) decomposes into a

direct sum

(2.16) Sa(X°)~   Y,  Ja{%nn{^p)®^n{^q))

m,n>0

of mutually inequivalent irreducible representations.

We will refer to the spaces ja(^m{Rp) g X"(R«)) as the Ä"-types of Sa{X°).

We remind the reader that in case p (or q) equals 1, the sum over m (or n)

is limited to m (or n) equal to 0 or 1.
Lemma 2.2 tells us the structure of Sa(X°) as an O(p) x 0{q) module. Since

the A^-types all define distinct O(p) x O(q) subrepresentations, any O(p) x

0(#)-invariant subspace of Sa{X°) will be a sum of the A^types it contains.

This will in particular be true of any 0(p, ^-invariant subspace of Sa{X°).

Thus, to understand the 0(p, <?)-module structure of Sa{X°), we need to see

how 0(p, q) transforms one AMype to another. For this purpose, it is helpful

to represent the K-types graphically, as points in the plane R2. Precisely,

we will represent ja{^"n{RP) ®ß?n{Rq)) as the point with integer coordinate

(m, n) in the positive quadrant (R+)2 in R2 . Thus the set of all A^-types is

matched to the set of all integer points in the positive quadrant, as illustrated

by Diagram 2.17 (see next page). (This picture is for p, q > 2, which we

will assume for the present. We will treat the degenerate case q = 1 later.)

We have used two different symbols to mark the points to remind the reader

of the decomposition of Sa{X°) into Sa±{X°). The dots indicate AMypes in

Sa+(X°) (the parity of m + n is even), and the crosses indicate A>types in

Sa (Xo) (the parity of m + n is odd). Sometimes we will indicate a A^-type

ja(ßFm(Rp) ® ß?n(Rq)) simply by its associated coordinates (m, n).
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,iy

il X • X • X

• X • X •

il        X        •        X        •        X

• X        •        X        •

X
il-X-•-K-•-X-»-

Legend:      •    K -types of Sa+ (Xo)

x    A--types of Sa~(X0)

Diagram 2.17

To go beyond the A^-type structure of Sa(X°), we will investigate the effect

of applying elements from the subspace p of the Lie algebra o(p, q) to the

A^-types. Since the AJ-types are individually invariant under o(p) © o{q), any

collection of A^-types such that any one of them is mapped by p into the span

of the others will define (i.e., its span will be) an o(p, q) submodule of Sa(X°).

An early theorem of Harish-Chandra [HC2] guarantees that the closure of this

span in Sa{X°) will be an 0(p, q) submodule. Thus our computation of the

action of p on individual A-types is in principle (and will turn out to be in

practice) sufficient for understanding the submodule structure of S"(X°).

The operators of p are described in the formula (2.6). A computation, which

will be carried out in §6.1, establishes the following rules.

Lemma 2.3. For each pair (m , n), there are maps

r±;± : )?®{ßrm{Rp)®ß?"l{Rq)) -> ßTm±\Rp) ® ß?n±\W),

which are independent of a and which are nonzero as long as the target space is

nonzero, such that the action of z ep on the K-type ja(^m{Rp) gX"(R«)) is

described by the formula

p{z)ja(cp) =(a-m- n)ja(T++(z g </>))

+ {a - m + n + q - 2)ja{T+~(z g 0))

+ {a + m-n+p- 2)ja{T-+(z g </>))

+ {a + m + n+p + q- A)ja{T^(z g <t>)),

where 4> e ß?m{Rp) g^"(R«).

Proof See §6.1.   D

In terms of the graphical representation (see Diagram 2.17) of the A^-types,

we may picture this formula as follows. Starting from a given point (m, n),

the action of p potentially can take us to any of the diagonally adjacent points
(m±l,   n ± 1). Whether we can, in a given Sa{X°), actually proceed from
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(m, n) to a given one of the points (m±\,n ±1) depends on whether the

coefficient of the operator T±± (e.g., a-m-n for T++) in the formula (2.18)

is nonzero or not. We can represent the situation graphically as in Diagram 2.19.

(m- I, n+l) (m+ 1, n+ 1)

(m, n)

(m - 1, n - 1) (m+ 1, n - 1)

Diagram 2.19

The four corner points in Diagram 2.19 are the A-types we may hope to

reach from (m, n) by the action of p ; whether we actually can get to a given

one of the points depends on whether the transition coefficient A^^m, n)

given by

Ap^q,a(m' n) = a-m-n,

K~q,a(m> n) = a-m + n + q-2,

(2.20)
A~+qa(m, n) = a + m-n+p-2,

A~~qa{m, n) = a + m + n+p + q-4,

is nonzero. We shall omit the subscripts in Af^ a if it is clear from context.

Remark. We see that from a given (m, n) by arbitrarily repeated action of p

we can never hope to get to all other points [m', «')—only to those such that

m! + n' has the same parity as m + n . This reflects the fact, already observed,

that ,Sa(X0) breaks up into the two invariant subspaces Sa±(X°).

We see that if a is not an integer, then the transition coefficients A±± are

never zero for any (m , n) in (Z+)2. From this and Diagram 2.19, we see that,

starting from any AT-type ja(ß?m{RP) g¿T"(R9)), we may by sufficiently many

applications of elements from p eventually reach any other A-type correspond-

ing to (m!, n'), providing m' + n' has the same parity as (m, n). Combining

this with the descriptions (2.17), we can make our first conclusion concerning

reducibility of the Sa(X°).

Proposition 2.4. // a is not an integer, then each of 5'a±(X0) is an irreducible

0(p, q) module.
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Consider now what happens when a is an integer. Suppose a > 0, and

consider a A-type (m, n) such that m + n = a. This means A++ = 0, so

we cannot move from (m, n) to (m + 1, n + 1) by acting by p. We can

perhaps move to (m!, n') — (m + 1, n - 1 ) or to (m', n') = (m — 1, n + 1),

but from these points we again cannot move to the upper right, as seen in terms

of Diagram 2.19 since again m' + n' = a . We can see that the action of p , no

matter how many times repeated, will never take us above the line m + n = a .

Thus the set of A^-types (m, n) with m + n < a and m + n = a(mod2) form

an o(p, q) submodule of Sa(X°).

We interpret this using our graphical representation of A-types as follows.

We think of the line a = x + y in R2 as being a barrier, which moves as

a varies. When this moving line passes through integer points in the positive

quadrant, it blocks attempts to move past it from those AMypes (of the correct

parity); thus, trapping all A-types below it in an o(p, q) submodule. This is

illustrated by Diagram 2.21.

Diagram 2.21

Similar reasoning applies to each of the transition coefficients A±± . Each of

them can be thought of as defining a line in R2, namely, the set of (x, y) e R2

that satisfy A±zt(x, y) = 0. We will abuse notation and use the symbol A±±

to refer to the line or barrier defined by the zero locus of the linear functional

A±±(x, y) defined in (2.20). These lines move as a varies, and when they pass

through integer points (which they all do simultaneously, when a is an integer),

they trap the A-types on one side and so give rise to a submodule. The position

of these barriers for a typical a > 0 is given in the Diagram 2.22.

The arrows on each barrier point in the direction of the submodule defined

by the barrier. Observe that the barriers A++ and A— are parallel and the

associated arrows point in opposite directions. Likewise the barriers A+~ and

A~+ are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the other two. As a varies,
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A~+ : y = x + a+p -2

11

a + p - 2 A+   : y = x - a- q + 2

A      :x+y = -a-p-q + 4

Diagram 2.22

the barriers A++ and A+~ move so that they intersect the x-axis at points

q -2 units apart, and the barriers A++ and A~+ always intersect the y-axis

at points p - 2 units apart. Thus A++ never intersects A+~ or A~+ inside

the positive quadrant unless p or q equals 2. Also, the barriers A++ and A~

never intersect the positive quadrant at the same time. They coincide when

a = 2 - ^j2-. The barriers A+~ and A~+ also coincide at this value of a . For

0>a>-p-q + 4, neither of the barriers A++ or A~ " intersects the positive

quadrant.
All submodules of Sa(Xo) are accounted for by the barriers A±rk and by

the decomposition (2.8). The interactions between these effects yield several

patterns of reducibility according to the parities of p and q. The details are

quite easy to work out. We will summarize the results, with diagrams illustrating

typical situations.
The main point to consider is which of the barriers A±± affect Sa+(X°)

and which affect Sa~(X°). For example, suppose (m,n) e (Z+)2 satisfies

A++(m, n) = 0 while another point (m', n') e (Z+)2 satisfies A+~(m', n') =

0. Then

(m + n) - [tri + n') —a - (2m' - a - q + 2)

=2(a-m' -i) + q.

Hence the parity of (m + n) — (m1 + n') is the same as the parity of q . Thus

if q is even, the barriers A++ and A+~ both affect the same module of the

pair Sa± , but if q is odd, one of the barriers affects Sa+ , and the other affects
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Sa~ . Similarly, the pair of barriers A++ and A~+ affects the same module if

p is even and different ones if p is odd. Also A+~ and A~+ affect the same

or different modules according as p + q is even or odd.

We describe the various possibilities with a collection of diagrams with com-

mentaries. In all the diagrams below, the arrows on the barriers point toward

the region of A^-types that define a submodule.

Case OO: p odd, q odd. In this situation, the barriers A+    and A' f affect

For thethe same one of the Sa±(X°) and A++ or A~" affects the other

record, we note that A+~ and A~+ affect Sae(X°) when e = (-l)a+1 , while

A++ and A affect SaE(X°) when e = (-l)a. We describe the submodule

structure for various ranges of values of a.

(i) a > 0. Here the module affected by the barriers A+~ and A~+ decom-

poses into three components: one irreducible submodule and two irreducible

quotients, all infinite dimensional, illustrated by Diagram 2.23.

a+p - 2

The other of Sa±(X°) decomposes into two components: one finite-dimen-

sional submodule and one infinite-dimensional quotient, illustrated by Diagram

2.24.

Diagram 2.24
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(ii) 0 > a > -[(p + q)/2] + 2. In this range, the structure of the module

affected by the barriers A+~ and A~+ remains qualitatively the same as when
a > 0, but the other module is irreducible.

(iii) a = -[(p + q)/2] + 2 . For this value of a , the two barriers A+~ and

A~+ coalesce, and there is a submodule consisting of A"-types supported on the

line y = x + (p- q)/2 and two quotient modules consisting of the A-types on
one side or the other of this line (see Diagram 2.25).

A+- = A-

p-q

Diagram 2.25

(iv) a = -(p + q)/2 + 1 . For this value of a , the module affected by A+~

and A-+ (which is ^(X0) if (p-q)/2 is odd and Sa~(X°) if (p-q)/2 is
even) decomposes into the direct sum of two irreducible modules. This is be-

cause there are no AT-types in the region between the two barriers (see Diagram

2.26).

(p - q)/2 + 1

(p-q)/2-\

Diagram 2.26

This is the only value of a that gives a decomposable module. The other

module remains irreducible.

(v) a = -[(p + q)/2]. This situation is dual to case (iii). The constituent

with a single line of A"-types is now a quotient, with barriers trapping the K-

types on either side of this line in a submodule. See Diagram 2.27.
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(p - q)/2 + 2

(P - o)¡2

(p - q)/2 - 2

Diagram 2.27

Notice that if the module depicted by Diagram 2.26 in case (iv) is Sa+(X°),

the one affected here is ^"(X0), and vice versa. The other module remains

irreducible.

(vi) -[(/? + q)/2] > a > -(p + q) + 4. Here the picture is dual to case (ii).

The module affected by A+~ and A~+ continues to have three constituents,

but now it has two submodules and one quotient (see Diagram 2.28). The other

module remains irreducible.

-(a + q-2)

-(a + p-2)

Diagram 2.28

(vii) a < —(p + q) + 4.    The module affected by A+~ and A~+ has qual-
itatively the same structure as in case (vi).   The other module now has two
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constituents: an infinite-dimensional subrepresentation and a finite-dimensional

quotient (see Diagram 2.29).

-(a +p + q

-(a+p + q-4)

Diagram 2.29

Case OE: p odd, q even. In case OE, the barriers A+ and A++ affect one

of ^^(X0), and the barriers A~+ and A~" affect the other one. For the

record, A+~ and A++ affect Sae(X°) if e = (-l)a, while A~+ and A~

affect ^(X0) if e — (-l)a+1 . Here is the description of submodule structure

in various ranges of the value of a .

(i) a > 0. Here the module affected by A++ and A+~ has three con-

stituents: one finite-dimensional subrepresentation, one infinite-dimensional

quotient, and one subquotient in between, as illustrated by Diagram 2.30.

a      a + q - 2

Diagram 2.30

The module affected by A~+ has two constituents (see Diagram 2.31).
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a + p - 2

Diagram 2.31

(ii) 0 > a > -(p + q) + 4. In this range of a-values, the module affected

by A~+ retains the same qualitative structure as it has in case (i), but the other

module is no longer affected by A++ , so it also consists of only two constituents

(see Diagram 2.32).

a + q -2

Diagram 2.32

(iii) a < -(p + q) + 4. The situation is dual to that of case (i). The module

affected by A+~ continues qualitatively as in case (ii), while the module affected

by A~+ is now also affected by A~" and has three constituents, including a

finite-dimensional quotient (see Diagram 2.33).

-(a + p + q-4)

(a + p-2)

Diagram 2.33
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Case EO: p even, q odd. This case, mutatis mutandis, is essentially the same

as Case OE.

Case EE: p even, q even. When p and q are both even, all the possible barriers

affect the same one of S^X0) (i.e., Sae(X°) if e = (-l)a), and the other is

irreducible. The discussion and diagrams below will treat only the reducible

summand.

(i) a > 0. Here there are four constituents: one finite-dimensional sub-

representation, two quotients, and one subquotient in between, as illustrated by

Diagram 2.34.

a     a + q - 2

Diagram 2.34

(ii) 0 > a > -(p + q) + 4. Here, in the range where the barriers A++

and A— have no effect, the description of submodules is the same as in cases

00(ii)-(vi). The most interesting things happen in the range -[(p + q)/2] + 2>

a>-[(p + q)/2].
(iii) a < -(p + q) + 4. The picture is dual to case (i). There is one

finite-dimensional quotient, two infinite-dimensional subrepresentations, and

one constituent in between (see Diagram 2.35).
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-(« + 0-2)

-(fl+p + 0-4)

-(a + p-2)

Diagram 2.35

Remarks, (a) Although there are considerable variations in the submodule struc-

ture of S"(Xo) according to the parities of p and q , there is always a total of

five constituents for a > 0, one of which is finite dimensional.

(b) The extra complexity when p + q is even of the submodule structure in

the range -[(/? + q)/2] + 2 > a > -[(p + q)/2 will acquire additional signifi-

cance in §3 where unitarity is investigated.

(c) Although we have only described the constituents of .Sa(X0) as "finite

dimensional" or "infinite dimensional", the Diagrams 2.23, 2.28, 2.34, and

2.35 certainly suggest that the constituent "in the middle" is smaller than the

constituents "in the wings". This difference in size could be made precise in

terms of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension [Vol] or N-spectrum [Ho2].

Degenerate cases p > q — 1. We will now indicate how the case of q — 1

differs from the picture developed above and also make some supplementary

remarks about the case q — 2, which is also somewhat exceptional.

When q = 1 , the light cone Xo is not connected. We can divide it into two

relatively open and closed pieces X0± , called nappes, defined by

X0± = {(x,y)eX°\y = ±\x\}.

(Note that y is just a real number when q = 1.) The two nappes X0± of the

light cone are each stabilized by a subgroup 0+ (p, 1 ) of index 2 in 0(p, 1 ).

We see that any element of Sa±(X°) is determined by its restriction to X0+ .

Furthermore the function sign on Xo, which takes the values ± 1 on X0± ,

is clearly invariant under 0+(p, 1) and is an eigenfunction of 0(p, 1). Evi-

dently multiplying by sign gives an 0+(p, l)-module isomorphism between the

Sa±(X°). Thus when q = 1 , analyzing Sa(X°) as an 0(p, 1) module is es-

sentially the same as analyzing 5a+(X°) ~ Sa(X0+) as an 0+(p, 1) module.

We will do this, following an abbreviated version of our agenda for the case of

0(p,q), p,q>\.
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The map

(2.36) ß : I0+-r'xl+x,        ß(x, y) = (x/y, y),

where x e Rp - {0} and y = rj(x)1'2 e R£ , is a diffeomorphism. The

maximal compact subgroup of 0+(p, 1) is O(p), which acts transitively on

the set {(x, 1) e X0+} ~ S^"1 . We can define embeddings

(2.37) ja,m = ja: J^m(Rp)^Sa(X0+),        ja(h)(x, y) = h(x)ya~m.

Note that since y > 0 on X0+, complex powers of y make sense. From

decomposition (2.36) and the theory of spherical harmonics, we know that the

decomposition of Sa(X0+) as an O(p) module is

Sa(X0+)~ ^7a(Xw(R")).

m>0

To complete the picture we want to compute the action of p (see formulas

(2.6)) on the A"-types ja(%"n(Rp)). The analogue of Lemma 2.3 is

= {a- m)hjya-m-1 + (a + m+p- 2)hjya-m+l

= (a- m)Tf(h)ya-m-x + (a + m + p - 2)TJ(h)ya~m+x,

where

hf=Xjh-(2m+p-2)-l^-r2p,

hj = (2m+p-2)~x~,        heßTm(Rp).

We note that hj is harmonic, while hj is the projection of xjh into

ß?m+{(RP). The principles behind this calculation are discussed in §6.1. It

follows easily that Sa{X0+) is always irreducible except when a is an integer,

with either a > 0 or a < -p + 1, in which case Sa(X0+) has two constituents,

one of which is finite dimensional. In what we hope will be a self-evident

analogy with the situation for q > 1, we illustrate this by Diagram 2.38.

a>0 •-j-

-(a+p-2)

a<-p + \ •-1-

Diagram 2.38

For -p + 1 < a < 0, the representations Sa(X0+) are irreducible.
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Although the general picture presented in Diagrams 2.23-2.35 is valid when

q — 2, this case is also somewhat exceptional. Although the ßfn(R2) are

nonzero for all n > 1, their dimensions, instead of growing with n, remain

fixed at 2 (for n — 0, ßfn(Rq) is the trivial representation for all q and has

dimension 1). More significantly, whereas the representations ßfn(Rq), n > 1 ,

q > 3, of O(0) remain irreducible when restricted to the special orthogonal

group SO(0), the representations ß?"(R2), n > 1 , decompose into two one-

dimensional representations when restricted to SO(2), which is isomorphic to

T, the unit circle. This suggests that one consider varying the picture pre-

sented above by restricting the representations S^X0) to the identity compo-

nent O0(p, q) of 0(p, 0). For p, 0 > 3 this has no effect. When 0 = 2 (and
p > 2), however, the pictures presented above for 0(p, 2) must be "folded

out" along the x-axis to yield pictures appropriate for 0°(p, q). Precisely the

Diagrams 2.30, 2.31, and 2.33 now should look as in Diagrams 2.39, 2.40, and
2.41 respectively.

-a

Diagram 2.39

a + p - 2

(a+p-2)

Diagram 2.40
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-(a+p

a + p - 2

Diagram 2.41

We observe that in Diagram 2.22, the gap between the points where A++ and

A+~ intersect the x-axis is q - 2, so when q — 2 , these points coincide, and

so when reflected across the x-axis, these barriers make crossing straight lines.

Similar remarks apply to A       and A~+ .

If p is even, then the relevant diagrams are 2.34 and 2.35. The modified

version of Diagram 2.34 is Diagram 2.42.

a + p -2

-a

(a+P-2)

Diagram 2.42

Thus in this case, we have six constituents in all, with Hasse diagram [Sta]

as illustrated by Diagram 2.43.
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Diagram 2.43

We omit the diagram corresponding to Diagram 2.35, which would be dual

to Diagram 2.42. The main effect of the restriction is that representations

that have no A"-types along the x-axis, that is, that contain no fixed vectors

for 0(2), break up into two summands symmetrically placed across the x-

axis. However, representations whose A-type region includes part of the x-

axis remain irreducible. Reinforcing this splitting is the fact that when 0 = 2,

the barriers A++ and A+~ (and the barriers A~~ and A~+) intersect on the

x-axis, leaving no gap for A-types of the intermediate constituent in Diagram

2.30. Hence this constituent becomes two on restriction to O0(p, 2). The

representations of O0(p, 2) whose A"-types are restricted to only one side of

the x-axis are of the type known as holomorphic or highest weight modules

[EHW, Br].

If p = 2 and 0 = 2, then Diagram 2.42 should be further folded out along
the y-axis. Since 0(2, 2) is just isogenous to SL(2, R) x SL(2, R), we will

not dwell on this example.

3. Unitarity

In this section we will investigate which of the subquotients of the S"(X°)

described in §2 can define unitary representations, that is, possess an 0(p, 0)-

invariant positive-definite Hermitian form. As with the calculations of submod-

ule structure, the results are primarily based on the formulas of Lemma 2.3 for

the action of p ç o(p, q).

Since the A-types ja(ß?m(Rp) ®&n(Rq)) are irreducible modules for the

compact group O(p) x O(q), each one admits an O(p) x 0(g)-invariant Her-

mitian inner product, and this is unique up to multiples. For this discussion

we will fix an inner product (• ,-)mn on each space ß?m(Rp) g^"(R«) by the

geometric recipe

(3.1) <^i,02)mn=/ Mz)M¿)dz,
JSP-' xS«->

where <pj e ß?m(RP) ®ß?n(Rq) and dz indicates the O(p) x O(0)-invariant

probability measure on S''-1 x Sq~l . We will push forward this inner product

by ja to obtain an inner product on the A-type ja(ß?m(RP) g¿Fn(R«)). We

call the collection of inner products so obtained the standard inner products on

the A"-types.
If (•, •) is an 0(p, 0)-invariant Hermitian form on S^X0) (or on some

constituent of Sa(X0)), the restriction of (•, •> to any A-type must be a mul-
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tiple of the standard inner product on that A-type:

(3.2) (ja(f\),ja(fl)) =Cm,n(A , h)m,n>

where f¡ e ^m(Rp)®^n(Rq) and cm,„ is an appropriate real number, which

must be positive if (•, •) is to be positive definite. Furthermore the A^-types

must be mutually orthogonal, so that (•, •) is determined by the numbers cm _ „.

According to an early theorem of Harish-Chandra [HC2], a positive-definite

inner product (•, •) on Sa(X°) will be 0(p, q) invariant if and only if the

operators from o(p, q) are formally skew adjoint with respect to (•,•). Equa-

tion (3.2) guarantees this will be so for operators from o(p) © 0(0). Thus to

determine invariance of (•, •) we just need to check skew-adjointness of the

operators from the subspace p ç o(p, q). From formulas (2.18) and (3.2), we

see that this amounts to the equations

(a) 0 =(a - m - n)cm+l t„+l(T++n(z ® 4>), 0')m+1>n+,

+ (ä + m + n+p + q-2)cm,n(<t>, T~Un+i(z g <t>'))m>n ,

(b) Q=(a-m + n + q-2)cm+Un-X(T+-n(z®ct>),(p")m+ln_x

+ (ä+ m - n+p)cm,n(<f>, T^XXn_x(z g ¿"))m,„ .

where z e p, <f> e %""(RP) g #"•(»«), <f>' 6 ^m+l(Rp) g J^n+l(Rq), and

<j>" e %'m+i(Rp)®1%,'n-l(Rq). Here a means the complex conjugate of a .

Equations (3.3) can be substantially simplified by an elementary observation,

which will be justified in §6.

Lemma 3.1. When Rea = -[(p + q)/2] + 1, that is, for a = -[{p + q)/2] + 1 +
is, s e R, the Hermitian inner product which equals the standard inner product

on each K-type, is 0(p, q) invariant.

Remark. More generally, one can show that if <7i>i in formula (3.1) is taken to

belong to S0(Xo) and 4>2 is taken from 5a'(X°), where a + a' = 2 - (p_ + q),

then (3.1) defines an 0(p, 0)-invariant pairing between .SQ(X0) and Sa'(X°),

which are thus canonically mutual Hermitian duals. This duality explains the

symmetry in structure among the .SQ(X0), as discussed in §2.

Proof. See §6.1.   □

If we take a — -[(p + q)/2] + 1  in formula (3.3), we see that Lemma 3.1

implies

(a)   (Tti(z®4>),cf>i)m+ln+l = (<t>,T-n+l(z®J)'))m^

(b) (rj¡-(Z^),f)ffl+u_, = (fCM-i(^Om,„

for all possible choices of z, </>, <$>', 4>" as in (3.3). Given these relations, a

reinspection of formulas (3.3) shows they are equivalent to the purely numerical

equations

Ua-m-n)cm+l,n+i + (5 + m + n +p + q-2)cm,n = 0,

\(a- m + n + q-2)cm+Un-i + (â+ m - n + p)cm,„ = 0
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or

f34, ÍA++(m, «)cm+i,„+i + A — (m + 1, n + \)cm,„ = 0,

[A+-(m, «)cm+i,„_! + A~+(m + 1 , n - l)cm,„ = 0.

Let us explore the implications of equations (3.4). Consider first the case

when the Sa±(X°) are irreducible. Then the quotient

m + n — a

a+m+n+p+q-2

must at least be real for all possible choices of m and n . Setting

P + 0a = a + lLYL- 1,

we can rewrite this ratio as

m + n + ó - à _ (m + n + ô-Red) - ilmä

m + n + ô + ä     (m + n+ â+ Reä) - ilmä'

where

It is easy to convince oneself that the ratio (3.5) can be real for large m , n only

if either Re ä = 0 or Im ä — 0. The case of Re à = 0 is covered by Lemma 3.1.

We will call the set of a with Re à = 0 the unitary axis. If Im ä = Im a ^ 0,

we know (see Proposition 2.4) that Sa±(X°) is irreducible; hence for it to be

Hermitian, expression (3.5) would have to be real for all m, n . This leads us

to the following conclusion.

Lemma 3.2. In order for S^X0) to have any Hermitian constituents, either a

must be on the unitary axis, or a must be real. Conversely, for a on the unitary

axis, S^X0) is unitary, and for a real, all components of S" (Xo) are Hermitian

(i.e., they possess an invariant Hermitian form).

The final assertion follows from the observation that if a is real then we can

start at a given A-type (mo, n0) in any constituent of Sa(Xo), set cmo,„0 = 1 ,

and use equations (3.4) to determine cm, „ for other A-types in that constituent.

It should be checked that this procedure is consistent, i.e., that it results in a well-

defined cm , „ on each A-type. For this, it suffices to check that the transitions

around squares, like (m , n) —► (m + 1, n + 1) —> (m + 2, n) and (m, n) —►

(m + 1, n - 1 ) —> (m + 2, n), predict the same value for the ratio of the start

and finish (here cm+2^n/cmyn). This is a short computation. Here, as in the

analysis of irreducibility, it is germane to note that the transition coefficients

A++ and A are unchanged by the transitions (m, n) —► (m, n) ± (1, -1) ;

likewise A+~ and A~+ are unchanged under (m, n) —► (m, n) ± (1, 1).

Our goal is now to investigate for which constituents of ^(X0) the process

described in the previous paragraph will yield positive values for all cm „ in the
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constituent. Looking again at equations (3.4), we can easily see and formulate

the following rule.

Criterion 1. Let a be real. A given constituent of S^X0) is unitary if and only

if the ratios

(3.6)      (i)
A++(m, n)

A—(m+ 1, n+ 1)
and       (ii)

A+  (m, n)

A~+(m + 1, n - 1)

are negative for all pairs of A-types (m, n) and (m + \, n + I) or (m,n)

and (m + 1, n - 1) contained in the constituent.

We proceed to investigate the nature of this criterion in order to obtain an

explicit list of the unitary constituents.

Consider again our graphical representation of the A-types as integer points

in the positive quadrant, together with barrier lines corresponding to the zeroes

of the linear functions A±± . We illustrate the situation for a typical a > 0 in

Diagram 3.7.

a + p - 2

a       a + q - 2

.+

Diagram 3.7

In this diagram we have indicated, for each transition coefficient, the side

of its barrier where it is positive and the side where it is negative. We see

that, in the positions illustrated, both A+~ and A~+ are positive in the region

between their barriers and likewise for A++ and A . When a < 0 and the

A+~ barrier is above the A~+ barrier, both A+~ and A~+ are negative in

the region between barriers. In general, we may say that A+~ and A~+ have

the same sign in the region between barriers, and have opposite signs in the

regions outside the barriers, similarly for A++ and A . Thus, if (m, n)

and (m + 1,   n - 1) both lie between the A+~  and A~+ barriers, or more
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precisely if (m, n) lies above the A+~ barrier and (m + 1, n - 1) lies below

the A~+ barrier (or vice versa), then the ratio (3.6)(ii) is positive and unitarity

cannot hold. On the other hand, if (m, n) lies above the A+~ barrier and

(m + 1, n - 1) also lies above the A~+ barrier (or both lie below), then the

transition from (m, n) to (m + 1, n - 1) is consistent with unitarity. Similar

remarks apply to the pair A++, A     .

We can apply these considerations to determine the unitarity of constituents

of the Sa(X°). As for the discussion of submodule structure in §2, it is conve-

nient to distinguish cases according to the parities of p and q . Before beginning

we note that, using the notation à as in formula (3.5), the same argument that

establishes Lemma 3.1 shows that the modules .Sâ(X0) and S~a(X°) are mu-

tual Hermitian duals. This will be shown in §6.1. It follows that in considering

questions of unitarity, it will suffice to take ä > 0.

Case OO: p odd, q odd. From the unitary axis (ä = 0) until à = \(p + q)/2] -

1 (i.e., a = 0), neither of the barriers A++ or A intersects the positive
quadrant. Hence unitarity depends only on the barriers A+~ and A~+ . Their

position when à = 0 is illustrated in Diagram 2.26. Let £o denote the choice

of ± such that ^»(X0) is reducible at 0 = 0, and let s\ denote the other

choice. For the record, we note that en is + if (p - q)/2 is odd and is - if

(P - 0)/2 is even.
At ä = 0 none of the A-types of ^"(X0) lie between the barriers A+~ and

A~+ , which are located on the two lines L±i defined by equations y - x —

[(p - q)/2] ± 1 ; however, there are A-types lying on these two lines. As ä

increases from 0, the barrier A+~ moves to the right and A~+ moves left.

Hence, for 0 < à < 2, transitions between Li and L_i cross both barriers

and so violate unitarity. For a > 2, transitions between L{ and L_i cross

neither barrier and so again violate unitarity. Hence the full module Sa£(,(X°)

is never unitary when a > 0, and at points of reducibility the constituent with

AMypes between the barriers cannot be unitary. The other two constituents,

however, are easily seen to be unitary, since all their transitions take place on

the same side of both barriers.
The module Saei (Xo) is irreducible at à = 0 and remains so for 0 < ä < 1 .

For this range of a, the only AT-types between the barriers are those on the

line Lq defined by y - x = (p - q)/2. One checks that transitions in either

direction from L$ are consistent with unitarity. At à = 1 the barriers coincide

on Lq (see Diagram 2.25), and the A"-types on this line span a constituent of

Saei (Xo). There are no transitions transverse to the barriers from L0 , so this

constituent is unitary; likewise the other constituents are unitary, so all three

are unitary. For à > 1 the line Ln is on the opposite side of the barriers A+~

and A~+ , from where it was when à < 1, so the transitions from Ln violate

unitarity. Hence unitarity for Sae' (Xo) stops at ä = 1. Also, for points of

reducibility beyond à — 1, the same reasoning applies as to Sa£l (Xo).

In the range a > 0, when there may be a finite-dimensional component, one

easily checks that the trivial representation at a = 0 is unitary, but no other
finite-dimensional representations are so.

In sum, the unitarity properties of the Sa±(X°) in this case are summed up

in Diagrams 3.8 and 3.9. For Diagram 3.9, we note that (a) and (b) depict
S°e(X°) when e = (-l)a+1, while (c) and (d) depict Sae(Xo) when e = (-l)a .
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5^° (Xo) :

/
reducible point

at 0 = 0

unitary axis

Re0 = O

S™'(Xo) :

unitary axis

Reá = 0

Diagram   3.8. Parameter values  for  unitarity  of the   full
modules Sa±(Xo).

p-q

(a) at à = 1

unitary:

trivial

representation\ A++

(c)a = 0

unitary

(b) à G Z, ä > 1

nonunitary

(d) a G Z, a > 0

Diagram 3.9. Unitarity at points of reducibility.

Case OE: p odd, q even. In this case, when 0 = 0, the barriers do not pass

through integral points, so the representations S~S±(X°) are irreducible (recall

that S = [(p + 0)/2] - 1).   Each has A"-types between the barriers: one on
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the line L\¡2 defined by y - x = [(p - q)/2] + ¿ and the other on the line

L_i/2, defined by y - x = [(p - q)/2] - j (see Diagram 3.10). As ä increases

from 0, the barriers approach these lines and coincide with them for à = \ .

One checks that for 0 < à < j transitions from these lines is consistent with

unitarity, but as ä passes \ , the barriers move past the lines L±i/2, and then

transition from these lines does violate unitarity. Hence for ä > ¿, the full

modules Sa±(X°) can no longer be unitary. At points of reducibility for à > ¿,

one can check that the constituent with A"-types to the right of A+~ and the

one with A^-types to the left of A~+ is unitary. Again the only unitary finite-

dimensional unitary constituent is the trivial representation. Diagrams 3.11

and 3.12 illustrate the main conclusions. For Diagram 3.12, we note that A++

and A+- affect ^(X0) if e = (-l)a, while A~+ and A" affect Sa£(X°) if

e = (-l)«+i.

Diagram 3.10. 0 = 0.

unitary axis

Rea = 0

0G(- i    I)
2 '  2>

Diagram   3.11. Parameter values  of unitarity  of the  full
modules 5'a±(X0).
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2      ^ 2

(a) ä = \

a + ip^2!

(b) ÓG i + Z, ä> { (c) 0 G i + Z, â> j, a < 0

unitary:

trivial

representation

nonunitary

non-

unitary

(d) a = 0 (e) ä G i + Z, a > 0

Diagram 3.12. Unitarity of constituents at points of reducibility.

Case EO: p even, q odd. This case is essentially the same as case OE. We will

not give the details.
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Case EE: p even, q even. Here the discussion is essentially the same as for Case

OO, except that, when a > 0, at a point of reducibility, three barriers affect

the same >Sa±(X0), and the other one is irreducible. We draw the pictures

illustrating this situation (see Diagrams 3.13(a) and (b)).

unitary:
trivial
representation

(a) a = 0

unitary

a + p - 2

nonunitary

non

unitary unitary

a a+q-2

(b)aeZ, a > 0

Diagram 3.13
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Remarks, (a) It is interesting to note that both summands Sa±(X°) of Sa(X°)

"see" all the barriers via their Hermitian forms, whether or not these barriers

cause reducibility in one summand or the other. In fact, they see the barriers

even when the barriers do not pass through integral points at all.

(b) The unitary representation with A-types distributed along a single line

which occurs at 0 = 1 when p + q is even [see Diagram 3.9(a)] is particularly

interesting. It is paired with the trivial representation in the local correspon-

dence for the dual pair (0(p, q), SL(2, R)). It is the smallest possible nontriv-

ial unitary representation of 0(p, 0) and may be regarded as a "quantization

of the minimal nilpotent orbit" in the argot of geometric quantization [EPW].

It turns up in physics in connection with the quantum Coulomb problem [Ab,

AFR, DGN, Fr, On].
(c) The representations Sa+(X°) are "spherical" representations, meaning

that they contain the trivial representation of the maximal compact subgroup,

and the Sa_(X°) are nonspherical representations. Notice that, for each of

these families or "series" of representations, the only point on the unitary axis

that can be reducible is the point on the real axis, namely, 0 = 0. When p + q

is even, exactly one of the two series is reducible at 0 = 0, while when p + q is

odd neither series is. The group SL(2, R) has two principal series of represen-

tations, analogous to the Sa±(X°) : one spherical series and one nonspherical.

The spherical series is irreducible on the real axis, and the nonspherical series is

reducible. Also, as was well known and has been shown again here, the unitary

spherical principal series for 0(n, 1) is always irreducible. These examples

perhaps created some expectation that spherical series were more likely to be

irreducible than other series. In our example, however, when p + q is even,

either the spherical or the nonspherical series may be reducible at à — 0, ac-

cording to the parity of (p - q)/2, while when p + q is odd, neither series is

reducible.
We note also that when a is a positive integer, the trivial A-type is always

contained in the central strip where nonunitarity reigns. Thus outside the uni-

tary axis and its immediate neighborhood (the complementary series), there are

only finitely many unitary spherical representations.

Degenerate cases p > q = 1. In closing, we record the analogous pictures for

0(p, 1).

unitary axis

Rea = -(V) a = 0

ae(-(p-\),0)

Diagram  3.14. Parameter values for unitarity of the full
modules Sa± (Xo).
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unitary:   ]-unitary-

trivial representation

(a) a = 0

nonunitary_}     unitary

(b)aeZ, a > 0

Diagram 3.15. Unitarity at points of reducibility.

The reason that the unitary representations can live so far off the unitary axis

is that since the AMypes now live along a single line, the A+~ and A~+ barriers

no longer affect unitarity—only the barriers which cut off finite-dimensional

representations, and these do not come into play until the finite-dimensional

representations begin appearing at a = 0.

4. The \J(p, <?)-module structure of homogeneous functions

on light cones

4.1. The \J(p,q) modules ^-^(X0). We now wish to adapt the analysis

given for 0(p, q) in §§2 and 3 to the indefinite unitary groups U(p, 0).

Let Cp+q = Cp © Cq denote complex (p + 0)-dimensional space, parametriz-

ed by tuples (z, w), with z = (zi, z2, ... , zp) in C and w = (toi, w2, ... ,

Wg) in Cq . We endow Cp+q with the Hermitian form

p i

((z, to), (z', to')),,, = (z, z')p - (to , w')q = Y zjz'j - ]L wJw'j

7=1 7=1

of signature (p, q). Let U(p, q) c GL(o + q, C) denote the group of linear

isometries of the form (•, -)p,q. Observe that the subgroup \J(p) x \J(q),

which preserves the z variables and the w variables, is a compact subgroup of

U(p, 0). (In fact, it is a maximal compact subgroup.) Let

X° = {neC>>+'>-{0}\(v,ri)p,<l = 0}
(4.1)

= {(z, to) G Cp+q - {0}|(z, z)p = (to, to),}

be the light cone or variety of null vectors.   By Witt's Theorem [Ja] or by

elementary means, one can see that U(p, q) acts transitively on Xo . We wish

to study the action of U(p, q) on appropriate spaces of functions on Xo.

If we regard Cp+q as R2p+2q by means of coordinates x/, y¡, where
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Zj = x2j-i +ix2j, l<j<p,

(4.2)
Wk =yik-i + iyik, 1 <k<q,

then the real part of the form (•, -)p>? becomes the indefinite inner product

of signature (2p, 2q), the light cone (4.1 ) is the same as the light cone for

R2p+2q , and U(p, q) is identified to a subgroup of 0(2p, 2q). Thus we are

led to consider the action of U(p, q) on the spaces Sa±(X°) defined by re-

striction of the action of O(2o, 2q). These spaces, however, can clearly never

be irreducible for U(p, q), because U(p, q) commutes not simply with Rx ,

the real scalar dilation operators used to define the Sa±(X°), but with Cx ,

the complex scalar dilations. (Indeed, \J(p, 0) may be characterized as the

subgroup of 0(2p, 20), which commutes with Cx .) Thus it is appropriate to

break up the spaces Sa (Xo) into subspaces that are homogeneous for the action

of Cx  (i.e., eigenspaces for Cx). We observe

(4.3) Cx ~Rí .T = {|f|.f/|i|   ?GCX}.

Here T = {s G CX | |s| = 1} is the usual unit circle. Thus a character y/ of Cx

has the form

(4.4) y/(t) = \t\a(t/\t\)n,        aGCx,  «GZ.

Since \t\ - (tt)xl2 where / is the complex conjugate of t, we can formally write

(4.5) i//(t) = i(/a'ß(t) = taiß,

with a = (a + n)/2 and ß = [a - n)/2 or a = a + ß , and n = a- ß . We see

that a pair (a, ß) can occur in (4.5) if and only if a - ß is an integer. For

all such pairs, we define S^^X0) Ç Sa+ß(X°) to be the y/"'ß eigenspace for

Cx . We clearly have a decomposition

(4.6) Sa(X°) =   J2   Sa'ß(X°).

a+ß=a

a-ßeZ

Further each summand in equation (4.6) is obviously invariant under the group

U(p, 0). We will study the representations of U(p, 0) defined by the ¿»"^(X0).
We remark that they can be interpreted as induced representations, again "de-

generate principal series", just as the S^X0) were interpreted as induced

representations of 0(2p, 2q) (see formulas (2.9)—(2.11)). When n = 0 (or

when a = ß and only then), the representations ,Sa'^(X0) will be spherical,

that is, will contain a vector invariant under the maximal compact subgroup
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U(p) x U(0) ç U(p, q). When q = 1 and a = ß, we have the spherical

principal series of U(p, 1).

To understand the U(p, 0)-module structure of Sa'ß(X°), we proceed as

we did for the S0(Xo) : First we describe the action of the maximal compact

subgroup U(p) x U(q) and then we see how the noncompact part of the Lie

algebra u(p, q) of U(p, q) moves around the U(p) x U(0)-isotypic subspaces.

4.2. A"-Structure of Sa>ß(X°). Under the inclusion of VS(p, q) in 0(2p, 20),
it is clear that V(p) x \J(q) ç 0(2p) x 0(2q). Since the 0(2p) x 0(2q)-
module structure of the ^(X0) is described in terms of spherical harmonics

(see formulas (2.12)—(2.16)), we are led to consider the structure of the space

ß?"n(<Cp)~ß?"n(R2P) asa U(p) module.

Consider the algebra ^k(C) ~ ^(R^) of polynomials on Cp considered

as a real vector space. We may choose the complex coordinates z\, z2, ... , zp

and their complex conjugates T\, ~zt~, ... ,z~p~ as generators for ¿J\(CP). For

integers a, ß , let ¿Pa>ß(£P) be the space of polynomials that are homogeneous

of degree a in the z7 and homogeneous of degree ß in the Y]. This nota-

tion is consistent with that of §4.1, in the sense that 9°a -ß(Cp) is the y/a-ß

eigenspace for the action of Cx on ^(C) by scalar dilations. Clearly we

have a decomposition

(4.7) &¡?(CP)~   Y   ■&>a'ß(Cp)
a+ß=m

of R-homogeneous polynomials of degree m into bihomogeneous polynomials

of appropriate bi-degrees.

The Laplacian on Cp = R2p can be written

hdxJ   hdZjdY]'

From this formula it is clear that A maps &>a<ß(CP) to ^"-'^-'(C). It

follows that the harmonic polynomials have a decomposition analogous to (4.7),

namely,

(4.8) Xm(Cp)=   Y  ^m(Cp)n^a'ß(Cp)=   Y  ^a'ß(Cp),

a+ß=m a+ß=m

where the second equation serves to define the ß^a'ß(Cp). Since \J(p) ç 0(2p)

commutes with Cx, the spaces ß?a'ß(£P) will be invariant under the action of

U(p) on 3?m(Cp). Hence they define representations of U(p). It is known (see

[Zh]; this is also a special case of the general results of [Ho3]) that the ßfa<P(Cp)

are irreducible and mutually inequivalent U(/>) modules. We note that, in

particular, the spaces ß^a'ß(Cp) are eigenspaces for the group Cx n U(«) ~ T

of scalar unitary matrices; the eigencharacter by which T acts on ^a'ß(Cp) is

(4.9) Xa-ß : z - za~ß.

If p > 2, then Xa'ß(Cp) is nonzero for all a, ß > 0 ; however, when p = 1 ,

only ¿ra'°(C) = CzQ and ¿F°^(C) = Cz^ are nonzero. This degeneracy in
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the ß?a'ß(Cp) when p = 1 leads to some interesting phenomena, which will

be detailed later in the paper (see §4.5).

Next consider the action of \J(p) x \J(q) on the algebra ^]a(Cp+q). Taking

the tensor product of equation (4.8) with its analog for Cq gives us a decom-

position

(4.10)     j?""(cp)®jrn(cq)~   Y   %""''m2(cp)®jrn>'n2(cq).
m¡+m2=m

n¡+ri2=n

The action of the scalar unitary matrices on the summand ,%"">'m*(C) g

^"«i.^c«) is via the character Xr where r = m\ - m2 + n\ - n2 [see defi-

nition (4.9)]. Using this, we can easily see that the maps ja,m,n of formula

(2.15) split into maps

(4.11)

ja,ß,mi,m2,ni,n2=ja,ß : ^"2(C')g¿F"''"HC«) - Sa'ß(X°),

where

a + ß = a,        a - ß = m\ - m2 + n\ - n2.

In this connection we observe that

(4.12) r2p = f;x2 = ¿zpz7
7=1 7=1

so that r\p is in &>l'l(C) and multiplication by any power of r\p increases

both components of bidegree equally and so does not affect their difference.

Combining formulas (2.16), (4.6), (4.10), and (4.11) yields the decomposi-
tion

(4.13)

Sa-ß(X°)=   Y   (ia+í(^""(Cp)®/"(Cí))nSa'í(I0))

m,n>0

=   J2 S 7a,/?(^m''m2(Cí')gX"""2(C<?))
m,n>0    m¡ ,n¡2,nl ,n2>0

m\+mi=m
n¡+n2=n

m\ —ni2+n\ —ri2=a—ß

Y ja,ß(^>'m,'m2(CP)®^n,'n2(<Cq))

m¡ ,m2,n\ ,n2>0
m¡ — m2+n¡—n2=a—fi

of Sa'ß(X°) into irreducible U(p) x \J(q) modules.

From the final form of the decomposition, we see that the U(p) x U(q)

components of Sa'ß(X°) form a three-parameter slice out of the full four-

parameter family of U(p) x U(q) representations that appear in ^(Cp+q).

We may refer to these irreducible UQ?) x U(0) modules as " A^-types". The

middle form of the decomposition emphasizes the relation of these \J(p) x U(q)

modules and the 0(2p) x 0(2q) modules of the first form of the decomposition.

We see from formula (4.10) that the U(p) x U(0) submodules in %""(€") x
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<%""(Cq) can be parametrized by the pair (m\, n\), which varies in the integral

points in a rectangle (see Diagram 4.14).

(mi, «O = (m, n)
•    •    •-•

(M7,,M,) = (0,0)

Diagram 4.14

The subset of points such that m\ - m2 + n¡ - n2 = a - ß forms a diagonal

line inside this rectangle (see Diagram 4.15).

(mi, Mi) = (m, n) ~ my - m2 + n\ - n2 = a - ß

I / / I

I / / '

"\/   ~~ "*(mi,Oi) = (0,0)

Diagram 4.15

Here we should observe that since

m\- m2 + n\- n2 = m\+m2 + n\+n2- 2(m2 + n2)

= m + n - 2(m2 + n2),

the inner sum in the middle line of formula (4.13) will be empty unless

(i)   m + n > \a - ß\,
(ii)   m + n = a- ß  mod 2 .

When 0=1, there are further restrictions, described in §4.5.   For now, we

assume p, q > 1.

To exploit the relation between the situation under study and the results of

§§2 and 3, we will represent formulas (4.13) graphically as follows. We think

of the points (m, n) for which the inner sum in the middle line of (4.13) is
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non-empty as being integral points in the plane. This gives us all points in a

coset of the "diamond lattice" in the positive quadrant and lying above the line

x + y = \a - ß\, as illustrated by Diagram 4.16.

\a-ß\ + 2

\a-ß\<

Diagram 4.16

We further think of the "line" of U(p) x U(0) modules in the inner sum of

the middle line of (4.13) as points in a "fiber" lying over the point (m, n) in

Diagram 4.16. We call the region

{(x,y)\x>0, y>0,  x + y>\a-ß\}

the K-type region.

4.3. Action of the noncompact part of u(p, q) on Sa'ß(X°). Consider now

how the noncompact part of the Lie algebra u(p, q) acts on the U(p) x \J(q)

components, as described in the preceding section. Since u(p, 0) ç o(2p, 2q),

it must act compatibly with Diagram 2.19, so the U(p) x U(q) modules in the

fiber over (m, n) must be taken to the fibers over (m ± 1, n ± 1) ; but since

each fiber consists of several \J(p) x \J(q) modules, we must calculate how the

u(p, 0) action affects the various points in each fiber. To formulate this we

observe that the complexified Lie algebra u(o, 0)c has a decomposition

(4.17) u(p, 0)c =ä (u(p) © u(0))c © p+ © p" ,

where p*1 are the eigenspaces for the adjoint action of the center of u(p) © u(0).

Concretely we have

p+ = span l^^^ + tojAj,

(4'18) - It °\-°\p   =span|riJ=toJ— + z,— j.

The following lemma is a refinement to the current situation for Lemma 2.3.

We leave the calculations justifying it to §6.2.
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Lemma 4.1. There exist nonzero maps

çlOOl
"«i ,ni2 ,fl| ,n2 '

7-0110
1 m¡ ,m2 ,n¡ ,n2 '

jO-101
'm¡ ,m2,rii ,n2 '

r- 1010
' m¡ ,ni2,n¡ ,r¡2 '

r-10-10
'm\ ,m2 ,n¡ ,n2 '

T-010-1
1 m\ ,m2,n\ ,n2

c-0-1-10
"mi ,m2,n¡ ,n2'

T,
-100-1

m¡ ,m2,n¡ ,n2

where

r.c,e2rnri2
únii ,m2 ,n¡ ,n2

t^£|£2»/ií/2
1 m\ ,rri2,n\ ,ri2

p+ g (<%""> >m*(Cp) ®JTn< '">(£"))

p- g (^w"m2(Cí') g ¿F"' •"*(&))

->  ^""'+£| '"'2+£2(Ci')  <g)X"l+'" '"l + l2(Cq) ,

independent of a, ß, such that the action of z g p+ and z G p"  [.sw (4.18)]
on the K-type ja^(^m^m2(CP)®^n^nï(Cq)) is described by the formula

P(z + Z)ja,ß(4>)

+ ^-+(m,«);Q^{5o7^,„l,„2(zg^) + r-|lo^j„i,„2(zg0)}

+ A+-(m,n)jaJ{sim°-X02,ní,n2(z®cf>) + T^-m\^^n2(z®4>)}

+ ^--(m,«)7a^{.so7:-;o„i)„2(zg0) + r-/oo7j,„iin2(zg0)},

where m = mx+m2,   n = nx+n2,   <j) G Xm|'m2(Cp) g ^n|-"2(C9), umúí

^±:t = ^^2í,a+^ is as defined in (2.20).

Proof. See §6.2.   d

The action described in this lemma can be pictured as follows. Imagine

the fibers over (m, n) and (m + 1, n + 1) as lines of points, as suggested by

Diagram 4.15. Then the effect of the S and T operators of Lemma 4.1 can be

illustrated as in Diagram 4.19.

(m, ,m2,n\,n1) (mi + 1 ,m2-l ,ni-l ,n2+l)

(mi ,m2+l ,/ii + l ,n2) (m\ + \ ,m2,ni ,n2+i) {m¡+2,m2 — l,ni — \ ,n2+2)

Diagram 4.19
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From Diagram 4.19, we see that, providing the transition coefficients A++ ,

A~" are nonzero at (m, n) and (m + 1, n + 1) respectively, that is, pro-

viding that the fibers over (m, n) and (m + 1, n + 1) belong to the same

o(2p, 2q) constituent of Sa+ß(X°), application of an element of p+ followed

by another from p+ moves a given U(p) x \J(q) module to its neighbor in the

same fiber. Computations in §6.2 will show that by successive applications of

(p+)2 [or (p~)2] we can move from any point in a fiber to any other. A simi-

lar analysis applies to transitions between (m, n) and (m + 1, n - 1). This

implies the result: The U(p, 0)-module structure of Sa'ß(X°) is controlled by

the 0(2p, 20)-module structure.

Theorem 4.2. Assume p, q > 2. The image of Sa'ß(X°) in any 0(2p, 2q)-
irreducible constituent of Sa+ß(Xo) is an irreducible XJ{p,q) module.

In other words, the extra degree of freedom in the V(p) x \J(q) fibers has no

effect whatsoever on the U(p, q) composition series of the Sa <ß(X°), except

in so far as some fibers may be empty. We may therefore read off the U(p, q)

constituents of the .Sa'^(X0) from the corresponding results from 0(2p,2q)

(see Diagrams 2.25-28, 2.34, and 2.35), providing we take into account Diagram

4.16 describing the nontrivial fibers for Sa'ß(X°).

Corollary 4.3. .SQ'^(X0) is reducible if and only if a, ß g Z, that is, if and only
if a + ß G Z and a + ß = a- ß  mod 2 .

Proof. For reducibility, we need one of the transition coefficients (2.20) to van-

ish for some (m, n) corresponding to a nonempty fiber of U(p) x U(q) mod-

ules. For example, the coefficient A\~2 a+ß(m, n) [see definition (2.20)] will

vanish if and only if

a + ß = m - n - 2(0 - 1).

Since we know a - ß G Z, and m - n = a- ß mod 2, we see that a + ß g Z

and a + ß = a- ß mod 2 . This implies a, ß G Z. Conversely, if a, j?eZ,

then we can reverse the process to find (m, n) such that A+~(m, n) - 0,

implying reducibility. The same conclusion follows by considering A~+ , and

A++ and A      also cannot cause reducibility unless a, ß e Z.   d

To describe what happens when a and ß are integers, we simply have to

combine the relevant diagrams from §2 with Diagram 4.16. The various possi-

bilities are described in the following series of diagrams.

(i) a, ß G Z+ . When a, ß are both nonnegative integers, the barriers

A+~, A~+, and A++ all intersect the AMype region and cause ^'^(X0) to

break into four parts: one finite-dimensional subrepresentation, two quotients,

and one constituent that is neither a quotient nor a subrepresentation (see Di-
agram 4.20).
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a + ß + 2p-2

a + ß

\a-ß\

\a-ß\ a + ß + 2q-2

Diagram 4.20. a G Z+, ß e Z+.

(ii) a or ß is negative, but a + ß>\-p-q. Here the A++ barrier

no longer intersects the region of A-types, and there are at most three con-

stituents, all infinite dimensional. As a + ß decreases while a - ß remains

fixed, the barriers A+~ and A~+ approach each other. When a and ß are

nonnegative, the point where the A+~ barrier leaves the AT-type region, that

is, the intersection of the A+~ barrier with the boundary of the A'-type re-

gion, is on the x-axis. Similarly, the barrier A~+ passes through the boundary

on the y-axis. As a + ß decreases, A+~ moves left and A~+ moves right.

When a + ß becomes sufficiently small (precisely, when min(a, ß) < 1 - q),

the barrier A+~ leaves the AT-type region through the antidiagonal segment

{x + y - \a - ß\ | x > 0, y > 0}. As a + ß continues to decrease, the
point of exit of A+~ moves up the antidiagonal segment and finally (when

max(a, ß) < 1-0) moves onto the y-axis. The barrier A~+ moves in the

opposite direction. Its point of exit crosses from the y-axis to the antidiag-

onal segment when min(a, /?) = 1 - p and further crosses from the antidi-

agonal to the x-axis when max(a, ß) = 1 - p. The two barriers meet when

a + ß = 2-p-q; their common point of exit from the A-type region is on

the antidiagonal segment if and only if \p - q\ < \a - ß\. The real point on the

unitary axis (see §4.4) is at a + ß = 1 - p - q . For a given value of a - ß ,

exactly one of the values 2 - p - q and 1 - p - q for a + ß will be a point of

reducibility. If the unitary point a + ß = 1 - p - q is reducible, then Sa'ß(X°)

breaks into a sum of two irreducible representations, as illustrated in Diagram

2.26. An illustrative situation among the several possibilities detailed above is

pictured in Diagram 4.21.

(iii) a + ß < 1 - p - 0 . In analogy with the remark following Lemma 3.1,

the modules ^(X0) and Sa'-ß' (Xo), where a + a' = \-p-q = ß + ß',

a G Z+ , ß G Z+
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y

a + ß + 2p-2

\a-ß\

\<*-ß\

Diagram 4.21. 1 -p < min(a, ß) < 1 - q.

are naturally dual, so the structure of Sa'ß(X°) when a + ß<l-p-q\s

deducible from that of Sa' 'ß'(X°) as described above.

4.4. Unitarity. The unitarity criteria (3.6) for 0(2p, 2q) apply directly here

and the results are as summarized in Diagrams 3.7 and 3.13. The unitary axis

is defined by Re(a + ß)-l-p-q. The possibilities for the values of a + ß

where the full module Sa'ß(X°) is unitary are as illustrated in Diagram 3.8

(note that ä = a + ß + p + q - \ , e0 is + if p - q is odd, and ei is - if p - q

is even). At a typical point of reducibility, as in Diagrams 4.20 and 4.21, the one

or two constituents in the central strip are not unitary, while the constituents

outside the barriers are unitary. Exceptions in the range Re(a + ß) > 1 - p - q

occur when a = ß — 0, when the finite-dimensional subrepresentation is the

trivial representation, and when a + ß = 2 - p - q, with a, ß G Z, in

which case all three components, one of which has A-types only along the line

y - x = p - q , are unitary. See Diagram 3.9(a).

4.5. The case of U(p, 1), p > 1 . For U(p, 1), degeneration of the A-types

leads to a situation substantially more complex than what is pictured in Dia-

gram 4.16. Since the module structure and unitarity result from an interaction

between the A"-types and the barriers, this change in A-type structure causes a

corresponding change in the module structure and unitarity.

As noted in the discussion following formula (4.9), the only <%*a'b(C) that

are nonzero are ¿F"'°(C) and ^°'"(C), n e Z+ . Hence, instead of what is

represented in Diagram 4.14 as a rectangle of A-types, we have only the K-

types corresponding to the right and left sides of this rectangle, and in a given

space Sa'ß(X°)nja+ß (^m(Cp) ®^"(C)), we will have at most two irreducible

components for \J(p) x U(l).
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This leads us to the following construction. Let us write

';r«-0(C),
Xo--"(C),(4.22) ¿rM(c)

M >0,

n < 0.

Further let us represent ja+ß (ßfm^m^(£p)®ßfn(C)) by the point (m, +m2,n)

in R2 . Here m\, m2 e Z+ and n G Z. Since

where

(4.23)

ja+ß (J^mi'mi(Cp) ® J^"(C)) ç Sa'ß(X°),

a - ß = Wi - m2 + n ,

and the triple (m\, m2, n) is determined by the pair (m\ + m2, m) together

with a — ß , we see that each point (m\ + m2, n) represents at most one K-

type in ,Sa'^(X0). Furthermore, if the point (m, n), m G Z+ , n G Z, does

represent a A"-type of 0(2/?, 20), then we must have

(4.24)

m{ = \(m - (n - (a - ß))) >Q,

m2 = \(m + (n - (a - ß))) > 0, or

m > \n - (a - ß)\.

Conversely, as long as p > 1 , this condition plus m + n = a - ß mod 2

guarantees we can find mx, m2, and n so that ja+ß (<%""> -m^(Cp) g¿F"(C)) ç

Sa<ß(X°) sits over (m, n). Thus the A"-type region for Sa,ß(X°) is as depicted

in Diagram 4.25.

Diagram 4.25

Note that the x-intercept is no longer \a- ß\ but now is just a - ß .

When we add barriers to this picture to determine reducibility, we find that

each of the former barriers A± •± produces two barriers, one in its original

position and a second reflected through the x-axis. Since when q = 1 the

barriers A++ and A+~ intersect on the x-axis, the reflection of one continues

the other in a straight line.   The reflection of A~+   is A~     and vice versa.
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Thus, with barriers inserted, Diagram 4.25 is transformed into Diagram 4.26

(the shaded area is the A"-type region).

a + ß + 2(p-\)

a + ß

a- ß

~(a + ß)

-(a + ß + 2(p-\))

Diagram 4.26

Study of Diagram 4.26 and similar ones yields the following conclusions when

a and ß are integers.

Lemma 4.4. Suppose a, ß G Z. Consider the structure of Sa'ß(X°).

(a) The barrier A++ causes reducibility when ß > 0.

(b) The barrier A+~ causes reducibility when a > 0.

(c) The barrier A~+ causes reducibility when ß < -p.

(d) The barrier A causes reducibility when a < -p.

Given this information, the simplest way to organize the description of the

structure of Sa-ß(X°) is by means of a picture describing the Hasse diagram

of Sa,ß(X°) in various regions of the (a, /?)-plane (see Diagram 4.27). The

diagram is symmetric across the line a + ß = —p because of the natural duality
between Sa>ß(X°) and S-p-a<-p-ß(X°).
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a + ß = -p (Unitary)

a<-P,   ß>0

a+ß<-p

-p<a<0,

ß>0

q>0,  ß>0

a<-p, -p<ß<0 a>0,   -p<ß<0

a<—p,  ß<—p -p<a<0,

ß<-p

a>0,  ß<-p,

a+ß>-p

a + ß = -p

(Unitary)

Legend:       •   irreducibility and unitary

D   finite-dimensional constituent

Diagram 4.27. Hasse diagrams for Sa'ß(X°), a, ß in

Unitarity is determined again by the conditions (3.4). The main novel feature

of the case at hand is that some of the conditions are now vacuous because there

are no A"-types corresponding to transitions that would prevent unitarity. Thus

the unitary axis occurs at a + ß = -p . If also \a - ß\ < p , that is, if a and

ß are in the central square of Diagram 4.27, then all barriers miss the A"-type

region, and if a + ß varies while a — ß is fixed, the barriers continue to miss

the whole A"-type region in the interval -2p + \a - ß\ < a + ß < -\a - ß\.
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Consequently, the representation remains irreducible and unitary for a + ß

in this range. In other words, when \a - ß\ < p , the unitary point a + ß = -p

is irreducible regardless of the parity of \a - ß\ and the complementary series

extends to a distance p - \a - ß\ on either side of the unitary axis:

complementary

-2p + \a-ß\

series

ß\      0

unitary axis: Re(a + ß) — -p

Diagram 4.28. Complementary series for U(p, 1)

In particular when a - ß = 0 [which is the case of the spherical principal

series of U(p, 1)], the complementary series extends all the way from the uni-

tary axis (a + ß = -p) to a + ß = 0, that is, a = ß = 0, which contains the

trivial representation as its irreducible subrepresentation. This has been known

since Kostant [Ko].

complementary

a = -p, ß = -p

series trivial repn.

1
a = 0, /J = 0

unitary axis: Re(a + ß) = -p

Diagram 4.29. Complementary series for the spherical princi-

pal series of U(p, 1)

At points of reducibility, some of the constituents may be unitary. When

a, ß G Z+, the "large" constituent that occupies the main part of the interior

of the A^-type region is unitary and the constituents living along the boundary

of the A"-type region are nonunitary (see Diagram 4.30).
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nonunitary

unitary

Diagram 4.30

Exceptions arise, however, when a constituent consists only of A-types on

the boundary of the A"-type region. In this case there are no transitions in

the direction transverse to the boundary, so the corresponding obstructions to

unitarity do not apply and the corresponding module is unitary. In Diagram

4.31 we describe this phenomenon for a, ß > 0.

a>0

a

Diagram 4.31. The filled-in circles indicate the unitary constituents.
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Similar remarks apply to the other regions of (a, ß) depicted in Diagram
4.27.

Concluding remarks, (a) The unitary representations with A"-types along a

boundary line of the AT-type region have received considerable attention in the

literature and are frequently called "ladder representations" [Ab, AFR, DGN,
En, FR, SW].

(b) Consider the region of the (a, /?)-plane that is shaded in Diagram 4.32.

For a given value of a - ß G Z, the complementary series consists of precisely

those values of (a, ß) that fall inside the shaded region. It is well known that

the fundamental group of S\J(p, 1) is Z. By considering representations of its

universal covering group, one can get a family of representations parametrized

by (a, ß) in which a - ß can be an arbitrary real number. It is perhaps plausi-

ble that the set of (a, ß) for which these representations are unitary is exactly

the shaded region (excluding its boundary). A. Koranyi (oral communication)
has verified this for SU(2, 1).

(-P-2,1)

a = —p

-P, 1)

(0,0) /? = 0

\,-p) ß

(-P, -p.

(o,-p-iy
(2,-p-i;

Diagram 4.32

(c) When \a - ß\ > p , the A-type region contains a parallel pair of barriers

(either A+~ , A~+ or A++ , A ) when a + ß — -p is the real point on the

unitary axis and the complementary series is restricted to the same region as

when p, q > 1 (see Diagram 3.8). In this situation, however, we have the

possibility that ß < —p , a > 0 (or the reverse) so that at a point of reducibil-

ity, both the barriers A+~ and A~+ (or both of A++ and A     ) intersect the
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A>type region and create submodules. These are the upper left and lower right

regions in Diagram 4.27. When this happens, the constituents outside the bar-

riers are unitary, and one of them (for example, the region above the barrier

A~+ when ß < -p < a + ß) will have A"-types contained in a diagonal strip of

finite width (above A~+ and below the boundary of the AT-type region). Thus

we obtain for U(/?, 1) a family of "ladderlike" representations whose A"-types

live not on a single diagonal line but in a diagonal strip. Also we should note

that when the real point on the unitary axis is reducible (i.e., when a - ß = 0

mod 2), the two constituents are very different: one is ladderlike, with A^-types

in a finite strip, and the other has A"-types ranging over a full quarter plane.

5. The Sp(p, 0)-module structure of homogeneous functions on
light cones

5.1. The Sp(p, q) modules Sj(X°). Let H denote the algebra of quaternions,

and let W+q ~ W © W denote the vector space over M consisting of tuples

œ = (u,v) = (ui, ... ,up,Vi,... ,vq),     u¡,v¡ g H.

We consider W+q to be endowed with the indefinite Hermitian form

p i
(5.1) (co, co')p,9 = (u, u')p-(v, v')q = J2u'iu¡-J2v¡Vl-

i=\ i=i

Here x denotes quaternionic conjugate of x G H. Also, since H is noncom-

mutative we should specify that we consider Mp+q as a right vector space over

H. Specifically, quaternionic scalar multiplication multiplies the coordinate of
co G H on the right:

ah — (u\h, u2h, ... , uph, V\h,... , vqh),       heW.

This is the reason we write u'¡ui rather than u\u\ in formula (5.1). With this

convention, the algebra End(Hí'+?) may be realized as the space of (p + q) x

(p + q) matrices with entries in H, acting on co G W+q by the usual rules of
matrix multiplication.

Let

(5.2) X° = {co£Mp+q-{0}\(co,co)p,q = 0}

be the light cone in W+q . If i, j and k = ¡j denote the standard quaternion
units, we can write

U¡ = X4/_3 + IX4/_2 + y(x4/_, + IX4/) = Z2/_i + jZ2i

and

o/ = y 41-3 + *>4/-2 + /O4/-1 + iy*¡) = W2I-1 + jw2l.

We may use the xk and yk to identify W+q with R4P+4q or the zk and wk

to identify W+q with C2p+2q . Under these identifications the light cone Xo is

exactly the same light cone as previously defined for R4^+4« or for C2p+2q .
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Let Sp(p, 0) c GL(p + 0, H) be the isometry group of the Hermitian form

(•, -)p,q . The identifications of the previous paragraph give us embeddings

Sp(p,0)cU(2/>,20)cO(4/j,40).

In particular, the group Sp(p, 0) preserves the light cone Xo . In fact, it acts

transitively on Xo [Ja].

We can deduce in the usual fashion an action of Sp(p, 0) on functions on
Xo, that is,

(5.3) (g.f)(co) = f(g-lco),        geSp(p,q), coeWp+q.

The quaternionic scalar dilations Hx also acts on Xo, and on functions on

Xo , and this action of Hx commutes with the action of Sp(p, q), so we can

use Hx to define invariant subspaces for Sp(p, q).

Since Hx is not commutative, we must consider Hx-isotypic spaces instead

of looking at only eigenspaces. Specifically, write Hx ~ Rx • Hi where Hi ~

Sp(l) ~ SU(2) is the group of quaternions of norm 1. For each integer j > 0,

there is a unique (up to equivalence) irreducible representation cr, of Hi of

dimension j + 1. Realize a¡ on a space Yj . For a G C, define a representation

of of Hx on Yj by

oJ(h) = \h\a(jj(h/\h\),        mgHx,

where \h\ denotes the quaternionic norm of h. The representation a¡ of

Hi is self-dual. Consequently, there is a nondegenerate bilinear form (•, -)j

(symmetric if j is even, skew-symmetric if j is odd) satisfying

(af(h)y, y')j = (y, a](h)y')],        y, y' e Yj, h e H.

Define a space Sq(X°; Y¡) of smooth 7,-valued functions on Xo by the

recipe

S°(X°; Yj) = {/g C°°(X°; Yj) \ f(coh) = o»(h)f(to),  h G Hx , toe Xo}.

Define also a map

ß : S<¡(X° ; Yj) ® Yj — C°°(X0)

by

ß(f®y)(co) = (f(co),y)j.

We may define actions of Sp(p, q) on ^(X0; Yj) C C°°(X°; Yj) and on

C°°(X°) by means of formula (5.3). It is trivial to check that ß intertwines
these actions. Furthermore, we may compute

ß(f®y)(coh) = (f(coh),y)]

(54) =(aj(h)f(œ),y)j

= (f(co),CTf(h)y)j

= ß(f®of(h)(y))(to).
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Let us denote the image of ß by Sf (Xo). It is not difficult to check that ß is a

linear isomorphism from SJ(X° ; Yj) g Y¡ to S<¡(X°). Formula (5.4) therefore

shows that the joint action of Sp(/7, 0) x Hx on ^(X0) is isomorphic to the

tensor product of the action of formula (5.3) of Sp(p, q) on Sj(X° ; Yj) with

the action of a? of Hx on Yj.

Formula (5.4) implies that Sf(X°) c ^(X0). Here Sa(X°) is as in formula

(2.7). Standard arguments from harmonic analysis on compact groups tell us

that

5a(X°) = ^^a(X°),

7>0

the sum being in the sense of topological vector spaces. We should also note

that

Sa+(X°) = Y, sj(x°)
7>0

j even

and

sa~(x°) = J2 S](X°).
7>0

j odd

We call Sj(X°) the aj -isotypic component of C°°(X°). We want to describe

the SJ(X°) as modules for Sp(p, q). According to our construction of Sf (Xo),

this is essentially equivalent to describing ^(X0; Yj) as an Sp(/?, 0) module.

Our procedure for analyzing the Sp(p, 0)-module structure of Sj(X°; Yj)

will follow the pattern used before in dealing with 0(p, q) and V(p, q).

Indeed, since Sp(p, q) may be regarded as a subgroup of U(2p, 20) and

0(4p, 4q), much of what we need is already done. We only give here the addi-

tional arguments that are required. In §5.2 we analyze the A^-type structure, in

§5.3 we discuss composition series and unitarity in the case p, q > 1, and in

§5.4 we discuss the groups Sp(p, 1), which are particularly interesting because

of degeneracy in the A"-types similar to that already described for U(p, 1 ) in

§4.5.
Before beginning our detailed description of Sf (Xo ; Yj), we note that they

can be thought of as induced representations, as for the representations of

U(p, q) and 0(p, 0) previously studied. Precisely, fix a point con G Xo and let

Q be the stabilizer in Sp(p, q) of coo . Let P be the stabilizer of the quater-

nionic line co0H through coo. Define a map à : P —► Hx by the formula

pcoo = co0ä(p). The map à is, in fact, a group isomorphism à : P/Q —> Hx .

Given any representation aq of Hx , the composition aj o à defines a rep-

resentation of P. It is straightforward to check that the space Sq(X0; Yj) is

isomorphic as an Sp(p, q) module to the representation induced from of" o à

of P.

Remark. When p = q = 1, the above representations constitute all principal

series representations, so our analysis gives a complete account of the principal
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series and of the unitary dual of Sp(l, 1). Since Sp(l, 1) £- Spin(4, 1) is the
two-fold cover of the identity component of 0(4, 1), this case reproduces the

calculations of Dixmier [Di].

5.2. AT-structure of S;a(X°). To investigate the structure of S<?(X°) as

Sp(p, q) module, we first consider its A"-structure. Here K will designate the

maximal compact subgroup Sp(p) x Sp(0) of Sp(p, q) consisting of elements

of Sp(p, q) that stabilize the decomposition W+q ~ EP © W . Our experi-

ence in §§2-4 suggests that we try to extract an Sp(p) x Hi decomposition of

¿Fw(R4p) . We start with some notation.

Let %"(W) = {/ G ̂ (W) | A/ = 0} . Here A is the Laplacian with respect
to the real coordinate system defined after formula (5.2). We observe that

^(W) is precisely the \5(2p) harmonics in ^(C2^) and is also the 0(4p)

harmonics in ^(R4*).

It is well known (see [Zh]) that irreducible finite-dimensional representations

of Sp(p) can be indexed (using the highest weight) by a p-tuple of integers

(£i, ... , £,p) with £1 > £2 > • • • > £p > 0. We shall write a representation of

highest weight (£1, &, 0, ... ,0) as V¿■ ' 2' [note that the subscript indicates

the group Sp(p)]. For Hi ~ Sp(l) ~ SU(2), we denote by Vx, the unique
irreducible representation of SU(2) of dimension k + 1 .

Proposition 5.1. We have the following decomposition for ^m(R4p) as

Sp(p) x Hi ~ Sp(p) x Sp(l) module:

(5.5)       ¿T"

i/(í,,Í2)^T/íi-Í2;       p>,5

Sp(p)xH, I V,m ®V,m , 0=1.

Hence, as Sp(/?) x Hi module,

(5 6) C°°(S4,'~1) ~ ¡^(>>Í2>oVp '   2®^r   2>       P>1.

Proof See §6.3.   d

Assume for the moment that p, q > 2. Combining the decomposition (5.5)

for p and for q and an application of Clebsch Gordan Formula [Zh] yields

JZ""(R4p)®^n(R4q)

£ j/(ii ,«2)3 v(m> m) q ( yit -Í2 0 yni -m )

(5.7) Í,>Í2>0, i,+Î2=m
r¡,>ri2>0,  í(i+1/2=1

1   '=     £     (^{F/"Í2)gFí("""2)})gF/
0<j<m+n

where the sum of the terms in braces is over

£l>&>0, Ml>02>0,

&+&=»»,      m + m = n,

ii -Ï2 + m-ri2>j>m -6)-(o, -o2)|,

j = íi - Í2 + r]\ - m      mod 2.
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Note that for a fixed j, there is exactly one copy of V¿(' ' V(T/fi/i ,m)"p y *q

for each 4-tuple (6, 6, n\, 02) satisfying (5.8). It is apparent now what the

A"-structure of S? (Xo) is.

Define, for each 4-tuple (£1, ¡t,2, r\\, n2) satisfying (5.8),

(5.9)

where

a ,j   •    ' p 'o> r q'<*.*) ®Vxj ̂Sf(X°),

ia,j(<t>) = </>r?,

eK a,,ii Á1\ ,12) V( C X"

2p

rp=Yl Z/Z/ '     and   û = 6 + 6 + Oi + 02 + 2c
/=1

The following statement is clear from the discussion above.

Lemma 5.2. As an Sp(p) x Sp(q) x Hi module, 5"? (Xo) decomposes into a direct

sum

Sf(X°) = ^iaJ(Vp
(ÍI.Í2) i/C/i ,12) r/h

where the sum is over the set described in (5.8) (see Diagram 5.10).

For reasons that will be apparent after the description of the transition prop-

erties of p c sp(p, 0), we continue to organize A-types of S'y (Xo) by means

of the points (m, n) = (£1 + 6, 01 + n2) in (Z+)2. In other words, the K-

types attached to (m, n) are those satisfying (5.8). We represent the 4-tuples

(£1 » £2» »1, »72) satisfying (5.8) as the integer points (£1 - £2, »1 - 02) in an

auxiliary rectangle

Rm,n = {(x,y) |0<x< m, 0<y<n}.

These points fill a coset of (2Z)2 in a strip along the diagonal line x = y, as

pictured in Diagram 5.10. We refer to these AT-types as the fiber over (m, n).

m, m-j)

6-6
J m

Diagram 5.10. Fiber of AT-types over (m, n) (if j: = m + 1   mod 2).
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Diagram 5.10 helps us to see that the fiber over (m, n) is nonempty if and only

if

(5.11)
(i)    m + n = j      mod 2,

(ii)   m + n > j.

Thus, when p > q > 2, the AMypes of SJ(X0) fall in the region depicted in

Diagram 5.12.

Diagram  5.12. A-type region of Sj(X°)  when p,q   >   2

[consisting of points (m, n) where m + n = j mod 2].

Now consider the case p > q = 1. The computation parallel to (5.7) is

,  3^n/ir»4\

= £

Í\+Í2=m

F(íi,Í2)VP V? (Vf*-tl V?)

?}) VJy\
- £  (EW"1

0<j<m+n

where the sum of the terms in braces is over

«>0,       6>6>0,       6+6 = w,

6 -6 + 0 >j> 1(6 -6)-n\,

6 - 6 + n = j      mod 2.

We again associate this set of A-types of ^(X0) to (m, n) G (Z+)2 . If we

label these A-types in the fiber over (m, n) by 6 -6 = /, then we obtain all

/ such that

(5.13) 17 - m| < / < min(wz, j + n)

and congruent to j + n modulo 2. This is simply the set of A"-types on the line

Oi — 02 = n in Diagram 5.10. So if p > q = 1 , the set of points (m, n) such

that the associated fiber of AT-types is nonempty can be depicted by Diagram

5.14.
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y-x = j

Diagram 5.14. A"-type region for Sf (Xo) when p > q =  1

[consisting of points (m, n) where m + n = j mod 2].

For the case p = q = 1, the same arguments show that the A"-types of

S<¡(X°) are Vxm ® Vx" , where

(5.15)
m + n> j >\m — n\,

m + n= j      mod 2.

The A'-type region is then as depicted in Diagram 5.16.

Diagram 5.16. A>type region for S?(X°) when p = q

[consisting of points (m, n) where m + n = j mod 2].

=  1

Furthermore, in this case the fiber over (m, n) consists of a single A'-type,
viz., Vxm g Vxn .

5.3.    Composition structure and unitarity. Since the technique involved in the

consideration of unitarity is the same as in §§3 and 4.4, we will simply state the
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results alongside our discussion of the composition series structure. Write

Viiyi2,m,m) =iaj (yii, .&) ® yto.nù 9 VJ^    iïp,q>\,

yjZyb.n) =iaj (yii! .&) 0 ^ 0 r/7 j      if p > «? = 1 ,

►ífi* =»aj (if ® ̂ l" ® *f)      if P = 0 = 1 ,

and let

/Lii+i2=mVa,j > P>?>1,
IP   /      = <       fi+f2=n

I y yfo,t2,n) D>a=\
I2^i,+6=m Va.i ' P > q - 1,¿ii+i2=m    a,j

be the sum of A^-types of Sq(X°) living in the fiber over (m, n). We shall

discuss the cases p > q > 2, leaving the interesting cases p > q = 1 to §5.4.

Recall the functions A^fqa from §2 [see (2.20)]. In parallel with the cases of

o(p, q) and u(p, q), we let p be the space complementary to (sp(p) © sp(0))c

in sp(p, q)c. The following lemma is clear from the decomposition in (5.7)

and Lemma 2.3.

Lemma 5.3. There exist maps, nonzero whenever the target is nonzero,

T±±  .       ~TJ(m,n)        jj(m±\,n±\)
1m,n •   P W ua,j uaJ

such that the action of z ep on a K-type is given by

p(z)<t>=AtP\,a(ti+Z2, m + m)T¿++il< m+ri2(z®<¡>)

+ ̂ 4,,a(6+6, m + m)ifck, „1+Ifi(z®¿)

+ A4?,4t,a(ti+&>   "»1 + 92)1^4. m+nS2®®

+ A\~P~M,a^ + 6, o. + m)T^2, m+f¡2(z g 4>),

where cf> e v^2'""^ c U^2' "l+"2).

So the action of sp(p, q) [c u(2p, 20) c o(4p, 4q)] on each fiber over

(m, n) is compatible with Diagram 2.19. Since each fiber has several AMypes,

however, in order to have a grasp on the sp-module structure we must calculate

how the sp(p, q) action affects the various points in each fiber. This is the

essence of the next lemma, which we will prove in §6.3.

Lemma 5.4. Consider a fiber u{™jn) of A-types in Sj(X°). By successive ap-

plications of the maps T~~x n+x, T++„, we can move from any K-type in

U^njrCl to any other. Hence, if the transition coefficients A4p+ 4q a(m, n) and

A4p~4q a(m + ^ ' n + l) are both nonzero, application of appropriate elements

of the enveloping algebra il(sp) allows us to move from any K-type in u(™jn)

to any other. Similar remarks apply to transitions from U^J "' to any of the

adjacent fibers u^fUn±l).

Remark. The adjoint action of K on p makes p an irreducible A^-module.

The AMypes that can be reached from yßy&'i^ii) by one application of p
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are isomorphic to constituents of V~ = p g i/jíyÍ2»''1 >,?2). Since the A-weights

of p are of the form ±(e¡ ± f¡) (see §6.3 for notation), it is not difficult to see the

A-types that are embeddable in F~ are among the 16 whose highest weights

are obtained by adding one of the vectors (±1, 0, ±1, 0), (±1, 0, 0, ±1),
(0, ±1, ±1,0), or (0, ±1,0, ±1) to (6,6, Oi, 02). We will see that by

moving from [/^"»•"i to uj/n+i.n+i) ^y means 0f p an¿ then back again we

can move from VJfj ' r,> ' ̂  to any of its eight nearest neighbors, as illustrated

in Diagram 5.17 (see also Diagram 5.10).

(-Li

-i,i.

-1 ,0,0)

-1,-1,1)

Diagram 5.17

m+l

from

7"++
n+l A m,n

r(íi ,i2,r¡i,r¡2

Thus the arrow to ( 1,
(£l + l,Í2-l,fl,f2)

In this diagram, the labels on the arrows indicate increments to  (£i, Ç2,

t]\, n2) and the arrows show which increments can be achieved by applying

-1,0,0) indicates that we can move

and so forth. Similar pictures apply to

the other transitions. Of course, if (¿fi, 6, Oi, n2) lies on the boundary of the

AMype region (see Diagram 5.10), then transitions that would move it outside

the region are suppressed.

Study of Diagrams 5.10 and 5.17 will convince the reader that there are no

barriers to movement between A"-types in a given fiber, as long as one can move
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back and forth between the fiber and an adjacent fiber, but from the geometry

of the barriers (see Diagram 2.22) we can see that the only occasion on which

one cannot pass between a fiber and an adjacent one is for Uq ¿ —and this

consists only of the trivial K-type, so there is nothing to prove in this case.

Thus by using Lemma 5.4, we can derive the following result.

Theorem 5.5.  (a) The image in any 0(4p, 4q)-irreducible component of Sa(Xo)

of a given Sf(X0) is an irreducible module for Sp(p, q) x Hi . In particular, if

p > q > 1, then SJ(X°) is reducible if and only if a e Z and a = j mod 2.

(b) S"(X°) will have Hermitian constituents if and only if a is on the unitary

axis (in which case SJ(X°) will be unitary) or a is real (in which case all its

constituents will be Hermitian). A given Sp(p, q) constituent of SJ(X0) is

unitary if and only if the 0(4p, 40) transitions between the nonempty fibers of

the Sp(p, q) constituent are consistent with unitarity.

Remark. As in the case of U(p, q) modules ^'^(X0), one obtains an Sp(p, q)

composition series for an Sp(l) eigenspace of Sa(X°) by intersecting it with

the 0(4p, 4q) composition series for ,Sa(X0).

Proof. Again this follows essentially from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. The pictures

when p > q > 2 will be similar to those under Case EE in §§2 and 3 (see

Diagrams 3.13, 4.20, and 4.21 ).   D

5.4. The case of Sp(p, 1). The A-type regions are depicted in Diagrams 5.14

and 5.16. For p > q = 1, there is a "line" of AMypes over each point in the K-

type region. We note that unlike the situation of U(p, 1 ), A-types along each

fiber can be moved to adjacent ones via operators in U.(sp(p, 1)). The analogs

of Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 hold. We do not state them formally. The following

result is easy.

Theorem 5.6. Assume p > q = I. If a g Z or a ^ j mod 2, then S"(Xo) is

irreducible for Sp(p, 1).

Following §4.5, we organize our description of the structure of Sp(p, 1),

p > 1 , by means of a picture (see Diagram 5.18) describing the Hasse diagrams

of ^(X0) in the (a, j)-plane (a G R). Observe that the diagram is symmet-

ric about the axis a = -2p - 1, because of the duality between the modules

SJ2p-i+s(X°) and Sj^'^iX0) (see Lemma 3.1).
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a= '

irreducible
and unitary

-4/7 - 2 -2p - 1

Legend:       o nonunitary constituent

• unitary constituent

■ finite-dimensional constituent

D trivial representation

Diagram 5.18. Submodule structure of Sf(X°) when a

mod 2 for Sp(/>, 1).

= J

Again the existence of the complementary series is very interesting. Notice

that in the triangular region given by a - j > -2 - 4p and a + j < -2, the

modules are irreducible and unitarizable. The length of a horizontal line in

this triangle will be twice the length of the complementary series for a fixed

j, that is, there is a complementary series of length 2p — j — 1 for each j <

2p - 2. The extreme case when 7 = 0, that is, the spherical principal series, has
complementary series of length 2p - 1 . Unlike the case for U(2p, 1) module
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Sa'ß(X°), where a = ß, the complementary series does not run till a — 0.

This can be explained by observing that, for U(p, 1), the barriers A++ and

A+~ always intersect on the x-axis, while for Sp(p, 1) there is a gap of length

2 between the x-intercepts of the A++ and A+~ barriers. This means that as

a increases from the unitary axis it is always the A+~ barrier that first causes

reducibility and prevents further unitarity, even in the extreme case j = 0.

Diagram 5.19 describes the situation for Sp(l, 1), with the same legends as

in Diagram 5.18. We hope it will be self-explanatory.

unitary axis

a = -3

-3 -2        -1        ¿0

Legend:       o   nonunitary constituent

.    unitary constituent

■   ladder representation

D    finite-dimensional constituent

H   trivial representation

Diagram 5.19. Submodule structure of ^(X0) for Sp(l, 1).
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Remarks. We add some remarks in the case of Sp(2, 1). Our results showed

that the tf-types of Sf(X°) are of the form F2(Í"Í2) g Vf where 6,6,«
satisfies (5.13) (see Diagram 5.12). Let us instead plot the second and third

coordinates, that is, (6, "), fixing ¿fi ; this is a section of the AT-type region

parallel to the 6 axis (see Diagram 5.20; here £1 (> j) is fixed and we also

have the parity condition 6 + 6 + m G 2Z).
The following statements are based on the second author's thesis (see [Ta]),

and we refer our readers to that for full details. We will be somewhat sketchy.

If we consider arbitrary principal series representations of Sp(2, 1), we get

highest weights (6,6, «) that live in regions whose convex hulls are wedges

in R3. If we take sections parallel to the 6-axis, we get Diagram 5.21 (note

that Diagram 5.20 is a "degenerate" case of this diagram).

6-;

(6-7,2;)

Diagram 5.21

The multiplicities of A^-types along the boundary of the figure is one, and the

multiplicities "grow" linearly with the distance from the boundary, attaining a

constant towards the 'central' region, much like the way the weight multiplicities

of an irreducible sl(3) representation behave in relation to its weight diagram.

Further, if we look at A"-type diagrams for the quotients of the principal series

representations, we get diagrams like Diagram 5.22.
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or

Diagram 5.22

The multiplicities behave as described in the previous paragraph. Details are

omitted since the results arise from painstaking computations involving Blatt-

ner's Formula, Branching Rules, and known composition series structure for

Sp(2, 1). A reason for the nice multiplicity result in this case may be the al-

ready apparent linearity in the branching rules for Sp(2) x Sp(l) [a maximal

compact subgroup of Sp(2, 1)] to Sp(l) x Sp(l).

6. Technicalities

6.1.    Computations for 0(p, 0). Let Xi, ... , xn  be the standard system of
coordinates in R" and let

"    ß2

¿-' Bx2
j=l OXi 7=1 7=1 '

We have the commutator

[A,r2] = 4£' + 2M

and so {A, r2, 4E + 2n} span a Lie algebra isomorphic to sl(2, R). If P is

a homogeneous polynomial in 3°(Rn), let degP = E(P) be the homogeneous
degree of P. Then

(6.1;
A(r2P) = r2AP + (4E + 2n)P

= r2AP + (4degP + 2M)P.

There are unique harmonic polynomials h¡ such that

(6.2) P = ¿M,(r2r
1=1
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for some positive integer / and degP = dego¡ + 2a¡. To compute the A,'s,

we use (6.1) inductively. If AP = 0, then / = 1, h\ = P, and a\ = 0. If
A2P = 0, compute

A(r2AP) =r2A2P + (4(degP - 2) + 2m)AP

/ r2AP \

^A \P ~ 4(degP-2) + 2n) = °

and get

AP(6.3) P = P~ + rz'
^4(degP-2) + 2M

where for convenience we will write

r2AP
P~ = P-

4(degP-2) + 2n'

(It should be clear from context which space R" we are working with when the

definition above is being used.) One could proceed inductively using (6.1) to

obtain the decomposition in (6.2) for any homogeneous P.

If (¡> = hi g h2 G Jm(l")®/"(1«), define

T±+4> = (xihlr(yJh2r,

Tfj  <j> = c2(Xihi)

ñh
T-^ = c^(y]h2r,

Tu  (t> = cxc2

dyj '

hY

dhi dh2

where

1 , 1
c i = Tri—i-^-r    and   c2 =

(2deghi-2 + p) (2degh2-2 +q)'

Extend the above definitions linearly to all elements in ß?m(Rp) <sj

Proof of Lemma 2.3.     Suffices to show for

d d
z = XiWj+yjdx-iep-

Thus, for h = hxh2r]y where m, g ß?m(RP) and h2 G ̂ "(Rq), compute

= {Xihl) (If) rlp  + (fx~) {yjh2)rply + WxM&htâ

From (6.3) we have

,2(y-l)
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and

>*-<«w~+*(g*)<ä-(>*r+«(g£)'i

since r2 = r2 on Xo . Hence,

p-{™<%)*}{%)*<%){**r+<%)*}

+2y{(^,r+c,(||)^{Wjr+C2 (H)^^-i.,

which gives the required result if p > q > 2.   o

Proof of Lemma 3.1.      We will first show that if dx , dy are the rotation-

invariant probability measures on S^-1 and S9_1 respectively, then

/(/)= / f(x,y)dxdy

is an 0(p, 0)-invariant linear functional on S2~p~q(X°). To this effect, let

X? = {(x,y)eX°\i<rp(x)<s},        s>0.

The 0(p, 0)-invariant measure on Xo ~ SP~l x Sq~l x Rx is tp+q'i dx dy dt.

Observe that for / g S2-"-«(X0)

2T¿i7 jx, '<" • « "*'-' 0* "y" - 2¿ (tÇ 7 «") 'w - '<»■

If ^ G 0(/7, 0), the image of Xo under g is

#X° = { (t'x', t'y') G Xo x' G S""1, y' G S""1,   ^(*''y,) < î' < j^(jc' , y') } ,

where </>(x', y') is a smooth function on S^-1 x §?_1 . Thus,

J(g~l-f) =^— i     f(t'x',t'y')t'{p+q-^dx'dy'dt'
ZlOgS Jg.x°

i    r ( î3^''y,) dt'\
=^r— / f(x',y')    / ^f   ¿*W

= f f(x',y')dx'dy'

=J(f),

which proves our earlier assertion.
For /GS-fl+2-p-*(X°) and h e S*(Xo) define

(/,«) = J(fh) = / f(x,y)h(xT7)dxdy.
JSP-'xSi-'
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Then it is easy to see that this is an 0(p, 0)-invariant Hermitian pairing between

S-°+2-p-9(X°) with S°(X°). It gives a Hermitian inner product on Sa(X°) if

-a + 2-p-q = ä   or    Rea = -(p^g) + 1.

This proves Lemma 3.1.   □

6.2.    Computations for U(p, q). Define for Sy and T¡j as in (4.18) and <j> =
h{®h2e %"ni>m2(Cp)®J%"»>n>(Cq),

(6.4)

where

SI00l(S;7g(MlgÄ2)

£0-101 (Su®(hi ®h2.

Sw~l0(Su®(hl®h2)

5°-1-10(5;7g(/?igM2;

r 0110/ (hi

T-ww(Tlj®(hl®h2)

P010-1(7'og(/2lg/!2)

j-100-1

C\

= (zihx)~(wjh2)~,

= cl^=(Wjh2)   ,
OZj

dh2

dWj'

dhx dh2

= c2(z,hi)

= CiC2
dzi dWj '

= (-z]hi)~(Wjh2)~,

= C1—(Wjh2)    ,

,_,  ^ dh2
= c2(zih\)  -=,

ci

(Tu ® (hi ® h2)) = cxc2

1

(p + m\ + m2 - 1) '

1

dWj

dh\ dh2

dz¡ dw]

(0 + Mi +m2- 1) '

P~ =P
rlKP

n + degnzP + degn2P- V

[Note that P~ can be shown to be harmonic if A2P = 0 through computations

similar to those before (6.3). Here deg„ ZP and deg„ 2P are the degrees

in z and z of P in &(€,").] Extend the definitions (6.4) linearly to all of

^«I|,m2(Cp) ®^"n.«2(c«). Lemma 4.1 then follows from a straightforward

computation as in Lemma 2.3.

We still need to verify that one could move freely within each fiber (see the
discussion after Diagram 4.19). Write [see (4.11)]

va<ß
{mi,m2,n¡ ,n2)

ja,ß(%"rh'm2(Cp)®^nt'"i(Cq)).

Let us show that there is a nonzero map U+ from tt(u(p, q)) with

(6.5)
TJ+-    Va'ß
^    •      (m, ,m2,nt ,n2)

y°,ß
(mi + l ,m2 — 1 ,n¡ — 1 ,n2+l)'
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This is a movement in the south-westerly direction along the fiber depicted in Di-

agram 4.15. Let n<m' •m2• "' • "2> be the projection to the AMype V^ß>mi n¡ ni),

that is,

(6.6) tím.m.«.*u: S°-ß(X°)^V{amßm2^n2).

This projection certainly arises from the action of A" on Sa'ß(X°). Let

wî = m2i+mî2,        n = n\+n2

and write

(6.7)

Seye2,m.m{<f)) =jaß {Set ,e2 .,, ,m{S¡ . 3 ¿)) ;

T°j^>'ll''l>(<i>) =ja>fi(Te*>*>*>*(Tij ®<t>))
¡J

for (^6J"'i.'«2(cp)8J«i.«2(cî). Then the maps

(a) U(p(Su){n^^' ■*. ■«• "2+1V(5,7)(;a^(<A))})
= ¿~(w + 1, m + l)A++(m, n)S°-l-l0(Sl°0l(<p)),

(b) U(p(Sij){U^^' ««. ».-». »JpiSijXJa.ßW))}),
= ¿-+(ro + 1,  « - l)^+-(m, «)5°-101(5¿0-10(</>)),

(c) n(/>(s0-){nc"" -*-1- "'-'• "¿piSijXJa.fiW)})
= A++(m- 1,  /1-IL4—(m,M)S¿ool(S°r1_lo(0)),

(d) n(/>(s,7){nc"" "*->■ "■• ni+l)p(Sij)Ua,PW)})

= ^+-(m - 1, m + l)^-+(m, n)S¡?-w(S°-m(</>)),

where

TJ_rj(mi + l, m2-l, «i-l, «2+1)

have the mapping property as in (6.5). It suffices to show that at least one of

them has nonzero coefficients. A simple check using formulas (2.20) verifies

that all four coefficients vanish only when m — n - 0 = a = ß, but when this

happens, ^m,±i,m2Ti,«,¥i,«2±i) vanishes, that is, the fiber at (0,0) has only

one AMype. Thus, we can always move in the south-westerly direction along

the fiber. The proof for the north-easterly movement is similar.

6.3. Computations for Sp(p, 0). Choose zi, ... , z2p,w\, ... , w2q ,z\~, ...,

z~2~j¡, W\, ... , t7J27 as a system of coordinates in (W+q)c. The complexified

Lie algebra of Sp(p, q) may be described as the set of matrices in M2Pt2q(C)

Au Ai2 An     AX4

A2X -A\x A23     A24

A24 -A\4 Ai3     Ai4

-A23 Axi A43 -A33

where Axx , Al2, A2X G MP(C), A3}, A34, A43 G Mq(C), Axi, ^14, A2i,

^24 G Mp<q(C) with An = A\2 , A2l = A2l , A34 = A\4 and A4i = A\3. Note
that sp(p)c and sp(0)c are embedded block diagonally in sp(p, q)c ■

It is not difficult to check that the following first-order differential operators

span the action of sp(p)c on the space of polynomial functions on (Hp+<?)c

[1 < i■, J < P for (a) and 1 < i < j < p for (b) and (c)]:
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.   . .. O _   O _
(a)   A\j = Zi1— -zj— + Zi+p

dz,       Jdz¡ •dz-
— z

(6.8) (b)   B}j = Zi

j+p
d

J+Pß7.    'ozi+p

,]     'dz

(c)    C¡j = z

j+p
0

z'+PßYr>
l+p O Zj

v-'^dzi   "dz-j

~Zj+pdfi + Zjdz-

_    d d       _
Zi-zz + Zi+p „ Zj

J+P dzj dz i+p

Similarly, the following describes the action of sp(0)c [ 1 < i, j < q for (a)

and I < i < j <q for (b) and (c)]:

(a)   A2: = w¡
d a

Wj-— + w
Ö

<J-W'dwj     Jdw¡
w,

0

'+qdW-Ta 1+qdWl+q>J+Q

0 0
<6-9)      (b)  B^w'ö^--w^m + Wjm^q-Wi+qmj'

o o d      _   d
C)      Cfj = Wj+n ä-Wj » + Wi+q T,-Wj

dWi dwj^j       '^dwj        JdwJ^

Finally, the space  p  complementary to sp(p)c © sp(0)c  in  sp(p, q)c  is

spanned by the following (1 < i < p and 1 < j < q):

0 d       _ d

(6.10)

(a)    P- = Z'dW-+W^dz~i+W^dz= + Zp+'

(°)  Qu = z'ñr,-«v— - + w'
O Wq+j

0

dw,

- z

Q+J

d

dzp+i • -~q+1dY¡   -p^'dw]
P + l Í3T77-'

(c)    Uij = zp+
d

'dwj - Wq+Jd7j T ^dïpTi - -'dW= '
wn

d       __    d _    d
+ Wj „_;  - Z/

ïï^- + w;^'
"7öz,-   ' ~q+]dz-pTi  ' "'öw,

Let

„       Ä      ö _       Ä_9
^i=E2'^7'        ^22 = 2>^'

/=i 9z/
/=! ÔZ/

Ä«-D^^-"5^).  and £21 = ^(Z/ Z/+p;
9z/+p     "'^ÖZ/

It is not difficult to check that {Ap, r2, Exx, Ex2, E2X, £22}  commutes with

sp(/>) on the space of polynomial functions

^(Hê)~C[z,,... ,z2p,zT,... ,zTp\.

They span a Lie algebra isomorphic to

o(4)£ = {X G 0/(4) XJ + 7X = 0 and XJ + JX 0}    ,
Jc

where

J
0    I2

h    0
and     J h      0

0    -I2
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Here I2 is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. Observe that {Exx, Ex2, £"21, E22} spans

the Lie algebra gl(2) where Ey corresponds to the standard matrix unit at

(i, j) in gl(2). In particular, one sees that the Lie algebra spanned by {.En -

F22, Ex2, E2X} corresponds to the infinitesimal action of Hi ~ Sp(l).

With the notation as in §5.2, we have the following result, which implies

Proposition 5.1 immediately.

Lemma 6.1. The decomposition (for p > 1)

%f(W)

Sp(/))xH|

£F&,Í2)^FÍ,-Í2

runs through all representations Vpil'^2) ofSp(p). The Sp(p) module J^(Í1'Í2)<

if1_Í2 is generated by the joint highest weight vector

(6.11) V(í. ,Í2)
TÍ,"Í2 zx    zx+p

Z2      Z2+p

£2

For p — 1 the isotypic decomposition of ß?(J&) is

-T(H)
Sp(l)xSp(l)

E»?
m=0

where Vxm Vxm is generated by hx,m = z\

Remark. If we apply the lowering operator £21 in sp(l) to the joint highest

weight vector (6.11), we find that a spanning set of Sp(p) highest weight vectors

in ß?(W) are given by

(6.12)
V(íl,Í2),7

= Z Vh

ll,m,j z?h

P+l    nP,(Íi-J,Í2)

1, m—j ,

; = 0,l,...,6-6,
7 = 0, 1, ..., m.

Proof. Choose the positive roots of sp(p)c to be those described by (6.8)(a)

(for 1 < 1 < j < p) and (6.8)(b). It is easy to check that hn^ít >Í2) are sp(p)c x

sp( 1 )c highest weight vectors of weight (6,6,0,0,... , 0) g (6 - 6) • For
the remaining part of the first assertion, we refer to [Ho2].   □

Proof of Lemma 5.4. We proceed to compute the action of the p-part of

Sp(p,0) on S^(X°). From Lemma 6.1, the Sp(p) x Sp(q) highest weight

vectors in /"(E'^Pfl4«) are

hpÁa],a2),jKÁbi,b1),k = Zp+XJhPt{a^j ,a2)Wq+X   Ä9, (ft, _fc , 62) •

For fixed (ax, a2) and (bx, b2), these vectors span an sp(l) module isomor-

The Clebsch-Gordan formula tells us that the sp(l)phic to Vxa,-a2 ® VxDl-"2

highest weight vectors in this module are the functions

"P, ("\ -j,a2)nq , (b, -j , b2)
Z\ '-p+l

wx    wq+x
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To adjust the homogeneity of these functions, we should multiply by an appro-

priate power of r2 . Thus we wish to study the functions

y(ax,a2,bx,b2,c,d) = z°AZl   fZLFwW*   !^f2|z'    b+L \\fff
/v    ''       ¿ '       ''      ¿'       '        ' 1    \v-,        7-.-, 1      ÏD-,        II)..-, \1U,        111.., KP'Z2      Zp+2 w2   wq+2 wx    wq+x

Here a¡, bj, and c are positive integers and d is a complex number. Note

that our use here of a¡, bj is slightly different from that of a few lines above.

A check shows that y(ax, a2, bx, b2, c, d) is an Sp(p) x Sp(q) highest weight

vector of Sp(p) weight (ax+a2 + c, a2, 0, ..., 0) and Sp(0) weight (bx +b2 +

c, b2, 0, ..., 0). Also it is an sp(l) highest weight vector of weight ax +bx .

Recall the notation in §5.3. The possible components in p g Vp^' '"' g vq'r,2>

are the sixteen components obtained by adding (±1, 0, ±1, 0), (±1, 0, 0, ±1),

(0, ±1, ±1, 0) and (0, ±1, 0, ±1) to (6 , 6, m , »2) ■ Our intention will be
to show that we can move from the fiber over (m, n) to a neighboring fiber

(m ± 1, n ± 1) and then back, and doing this a sufficient number of times to

get to any other points in the original fiber.

Because the moves between, say (6 , 6 > >7i, n2) to (6 + 1, 6, li + 1, ^2),

and in the reverse direction are essentially adjoint to one another (exactly so

on the unitary axis), we can do one move if and only if we can do the reverse

move. Thus it suffices to check if we can do eight of the sixteen moves.

To show that we can do the (1,0,1,0) move, we apply Qxx [see (6.10)] to one

of our functions y :

(6.13)   Qxxy(ax,a2,bx, b2,c,d) = dy(ax,a2, bx, b2, c+l, d-\).

To show that we can do the (1,0,0,1) move, consider

(^2iôii ~(bx+c+ \)Qx2)y(ax, a2,bx,b2, c, d)
(0.14)

= -bxdy(ax + l, a2,  bx - 1, b2+l, c, d - 1).

Similarly for the (0,1,1,0) move, we appeal to the formula

(^iiöii ~(ax+c+ l)Ö2i)y(ai, a2, bx,b2, c, d)
(o.l5)

= -axdy(ax-\, a2 + 1, bx + 1, b2, c, d - 1).

Finally, for the (0,1,0,1) move, we can verify that the operator

A\xA22xQxx-(ax+c+ \)A\XQ2

-(bx+c+ 1)41012 + (ax+c+ \)(bx +c+ 1)022

applied to y(ax, a2, bx, b2, c, d) yields

(6.16)    c(ax +bx +c+ l)dy(ax, a2 + \, bx,  b2+\, c-l, d - 1).

Thus in passing from the fiber E/£n/*) to the fiber f/0"+i>"+i) (see §5.3,

before Lemma 5.3) by means of the action of the Q¡j, we can add all four of the

conceivable vectors (1,0,1,0), (0,1,1,0), (1, 0, 0, 1), and (0,1,0,1)

to a given highest weight of U^"- "'. By taking adjoints, we can add the negatives

of these vectors when passing from rj^m+l>n+l) to U(™jn). Thus passing from
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jj(m,n) t0 u^n+i.n+i) an(j ^^^ agam auows us to move from a given A\type

in Uq"1'"^ to any of its eight nearest neighbors, as illustrated in Diagram 5.17.

If the vanishing of either of the transition coefficients A4p+ 4q a(m,n) or

A4p~4q a(m + 1,   m + 1) prevents us from moving to  Uffi 'n+ >  or Dack; to

U{amJn), we can equally well move from U{™jn) down to u^~x'n~l) and back

up to achieve the same end. Study of the diagrams of the A^-type regions

(Diagrams 5.12, 5.14, 5.16) and the positions of the barriers (Diagram 2.34)

shows that the only time neither of these strategies works is when (m, n) is

on the border of the A^-type region; but in this case, we can see from Diagram

5.10 that the fiber Uqjn' contains only one K-Xype, so there is nothing to

show. Although we do not need them, similar calculations may be done for the

transitions from U{™jn) to u(J"^x'n~X) and back. This concludes the proof of

Lemma 5.4.   D

Concluding remark. Although in this paper we have been exclusively concerned

with questions of infinitesimal structure, our results have some implications for

harmonic analysis on hyperbolic spaces (also describable as isotropic (reductive)

symmetric spaces [Sc]). To describe these, consider the complex projective

hyperboloid Y = \J(p, q)/(U(p - 1, 0) x U(l)). Similar remarks apply to the
quaternionic hyperboloid. As noted in [Sc], the real hyperboloid

Xi ={WGR2p+2q | (w,w)p¡q= 1}

fibers over Y with fiber U(l). In fact, this is a principle U(l)-bundle. It is

well known (see the references on the first page, especially [Sc]) that all the rep-

resentations occurring in the harmonic analysis of the 0(2p, 2q) action on Xi

are among those considered in §§2 and 3. Our results imply that the restriction

of any one of these representations to \J(p, q) decomposes discretely; more

precisely, for any of these representations of 0(2p, 20), the eigenspaces of the

fiber U(l) of Xi over Y will be irreducible modules for U(p, q). It follows
that the \J(p, q) harmonic analysis of any line bundle constructed from the

fibration Xi —► Y reduces immediately to the 0(2/?, 20) harmonic analysis

on Xi . In particular, harmonic analysis on Y reduces to harmonic analysis on
X,.

7. Afterword of caution

In this article we have tried to exhibit some of the elegance of representation

theory of semisimple groups. We hope some readers will be inspired to go

further, in the texts [Kn], [Wa], or the expository accounts [Ho4], [Vo4]. Here

at the end, we should warn the reader otherwise unfamiliar with representation

theory that the examples we have studied are still only a small, and in some ways

misleadingly comprehensible, sample of the full spectrum of representations of
semisimple groups.

One way to locate our representations in relation to the whole is to recall their

description as degenerate principal series [see, e.g., formulas (2.9)—(2.11)]. They

are representations induced from certain finite-dimensional representations of

the group Pi, the stabilizer of an isotropic line. This group is a maximal

parabolic subgroup, and it is its maximality, and the corresponding smallness
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of the coset space G/Px, that leads to the use of the adjective " degenerate".

If one considers representations induced from finite-dimensional irreducible

representations of a minimal, rather than maximal, parabolic subgroup, then

one has the (ordinary or nondegenerate) principal series. [For 0(p, q) a general

parabolic subgroup is describable as the stabilizer of a nested sequence Xi c

X2 C X3 c • • • c Xk of isotropic subspaces. If the sequence contains a subspace

of every dimension from one to mm(p , q), then the parabolic stabilizing it is

minimal. Similar remarks apply to U(p, q) and Sp(p, q).] Principal series

have the following properties:

(1) They come in continuous families, parametrized by several (in place of

the single parameter of our examples) complex variables.

(2) For generic values of the parameters, they are irreducible.
(3) In general, they have finite composition series.

(4) Any (reasonable) irreducible representation is equivalent (via an appro-

priate notion of equivalence) to a constituent of some principal series.

Properties (l)-(3) are qualitatively similar to what we saw in this paper, and

property (4) tells us that if we understand the principal series, then we under-

stand an essential part, in particular the building blocks, of semisimple repre-

sentation theory.

It might seem that properties (l)-(4) virtually finish the subject, but no one

has so far managed to achieve control of general principal series comparable to

the picture given for the examples in this paper. The point is that the combina-

torial structure of the composition series of a general principal series, and of its

constituents, is rather spectacularly more complex than what we encountered

in our examples. (See [CC] for a recent discussion.) Some of the most impor-

tant advances in the subject (Langlands classification [Kn, Wa, Vo2]; Kazhdan-

Lusztig conjectures [BB, BK, KL, Vo3]) have involved obtaining significant in-

formation about the composition series of principal series.

Let us remark that when 0 = 1, our maximal parabolic is the minimal and

only proper parabolic subgroup, and in this case our representations are ordi-

nary, not degenerate, principal series. When p is also small, our representations

in fact include all, or essentially all, principal series, so that we find all the ir-

reducible representations, and since we know which are unitary, we classify the

unitary dual. Specifically we obtain all principal series for U(l, 1) and for

Sp(l ,1) (~ Spin(4, 1)), and we obtain all principal series up to twisting by a
quasi-character of the whole group for 0(2, 1) and U(2, 1).

Since, at least when p and q are greater than one, the representations we

have considered are quite special, one may ask if any interest attaches to them,

aside from the inherent attractiveness of the picture we have tried to present. In

fact, these representations arise in studying harmonic analysis on hyperboloids.

The full import of the term "harmonic analysis" has never been completely

decided, but many would agree that it certainly includes the decomposition of

L2-spaces of homogeneous spaces. Among the homogeneous spaces of semisim-

ple Lie groups, the class of "semisimple symmetric spaces" or "affine symmetric

spaces" [F-J] recommends itself as particularly interesting. The hyperboloids

Xt = {w€Rp+q\(w,w)p,q = t}
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are very closely related to (precisely, are principal fibre bundles with compact

fibre over) some of the simplest examples of semisimple symmetric spaces [Sc],

and the representations we have studied enable one to decompose the L2 -spaces

of hyperboloids. The connection with harmonic analysis on semisimple sym-

metric spaces was the motivation for many of the papers cited in the introduc-

tion.
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